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Beginning on Saturday, August 29, 1987 and for several days following, a series 
of dry lightning storms with high winds moved across California starting more 
than 1,200 wildland fires across the state. Most of the fires ignited on 
national forestland located in the Sierra Nevada and coastal ranges, with a 
total of 775,000 acres burned through mid-October. According to state and 
federal fire officials, this year•s fire siege is the worst in California 
history in terms of the number of fires started in such a short period, the 
length of the sustained fire suppression effort and extent of resource loss. 
At the peak of the fire siege, it is estimated that 14,000 people were involved 
in the suppression effort, with numerous fire crews sent from states as far 
away as New England. There were 11 deaths, hundreds of injuries and 40 homes 
destroyed to the fires. Resource losses include 1.9 billion board feet of 
timber, with an estimated value of $240 million, of which 1.6 billion board 
feet may be salvageable. According to the U.S. Forest Service (USFS), this is 
enough timber to build homes for a city the size of San Francisco. 
The fire also caused damage to 19 miles of moderate to high value trout streams 
on the Tuolumne and Merced Rivers in the Stanislaus National Forest. On the 
Klamath National Forest, 45 miles of the Salmon and Scott Rivers were affected. 
These streams are major tributaries of the Klamath River and both contain 
habitat for King and Coho salmon, as well as winter steelhead trout. On the 
Mendocino Forest, about 36 miles of trout streams in the Eel and Russian River 
drainages suffered damage. Portions of the South Fork Trinity River in the 
Shasta-Trinity National Forest were also affected. 
Damage to wildlife species includes the loss of an estimated 50 spotted owl 
nest sites primarily on the Klamath, Shasta-Trinity and Mendocino Forests. 
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Losses to recreational resources include destruction of six 
damage to hundreds of miles of trails. 
2. 1987 Fire Season Predicted to be Severe 
State and federal forestry officials indicate that the stage was the 
recent siege of wildfires because of a combination of factors: severe drought 
conditions throughout California, plus four days of dry ightni storms 
producing thousands of lightning strikes over the Sierra Nevada mountains and 
coastal ranges. 
The potential for a severe fire season was recognized earlier this 
the USFS and California Department of Forestry (CDF). Both agencies 1 
their fire forces earlier than usual. In addition, the Department Forestry 
requested a $3.7 million budget augmentation to hire additional re prevention 
personnel and increase the level of staffing for its fire engine crews. In 
this respect, the funding request was comparable to those provided to CDF 
during other years when a severe fire hazard was predicted, such as 1976, 
1980 and 1985. These previous augmentations typically provided additional 
helitack and air tanker aircraft (five in 1985) and extended the period for 
employment of seasonal fire crew personnel through earlier hiring and later 
layoffs. 
Despite predictions of an earlier and more destructive fire season for 1987, 
CDF's request for supplemental funding was denied by the Department of nance. 
However, a budget augmentation was later authorized when the Legisl re 
approved AB 1636 (Sher) which provided a $3.7 million urgency appropriation for 
this purpose. This amount was reduced to $1.7 million by the Governor when 
signed the bill in late July. Efforts by the islature in September to 
overturn the Governor's veto of $2 million bill proved unsuccessful. 
3. 1987 Fire Siege - Acres Burned and Containment Costs Set Record 
The U.S. Forest Service reports that the 775,000 acres burned since August 
more than doubled the previous record of 331,000 acres in during the 
middle of a two-year drought. By comparison, an average of 77,000 acres were 
annually lost to fire within USFS protection boundaries between 1975 
During the past five years~ CDF indicates that an average ,000 
lost to fires in areas within its protection responsibility areas. 
Through last week, Forest Service officials advised that on 
costs for the fire siege were approximately $160 million. the 
fires occurred on national forest land, CDF had to absorb a signi cant share 
of the suppression costs. By early September, CDF officials reported that 
their emergency fire expenditures had exceeded $43 million for 1987-88. 
However, the department indicates that these expenses could increase up to 
million by the end of the fiscal year. Of this amount, CDF hopes recover 
• 
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between $22 million to $43 million from the U.S. Forest Service. The balance 
would be financed from the Disaster Response-Emergency Operations Account or 
through a deficiency appropriations requiring additional legislation. 
Table 1 compares annual emergency fire suppression expenditures incurred by the 
Department of Forestry since 1977-78. Depending on how much is eventually 
recovered from the Forest Service, the recent fire siege has been one of the 
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Source: Legislative Analyst, 1986. 
a. Adjusted using GNP price deflator for state and local government purchases 
of goods and services. 
b. Does not include $7 million in overtime benefits negotiated through 
collective bargaining agreements. 
c. Emergency fire suppression costs for 1986-87 and estimated 1987-88 expenses 
in current dollars. 
4. Reforestation and Rehabilitation Efforts Will Increase Costs 
Immediate revegetation following a major forest fire is essential to certain 
critical soil and habitat types in order to minimize soil erosion and stabilize 
areas for habitat protection and water quality purposes. Emergency remedial 
work includes seeding of steep lands and sensitive soils, clearance of debris 
from stream channels, reopening of road culverts and bridges, enlargement of 
drainage facilities, and construction of sediment catchment basins. Long-term 
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rehabilitation work will require reforestation of many acres of timberland with 
tree seedlings. 
In some national forests emergency reseeding and stream channel clearing work 
has already started. The Forest Serv.ice estimates that it will need an 
additional $8-10 million for emergency rehabilitation of burned areas in 
California. However, only about $2 million has been authorized nationally this 
year, so most of this work depends on the Forest Service receiving supplemental 
funding from Congress. · 
long-term needs include reforestation of approximately 200,000 acres within the 
next five years. Forest Service officials indicate that a total of 100 million 
seedlings will be required for this purpose. However, the two existing Forest 
Service tree nurseries in California only have a combined capacity of 40 
million seedlings. This means that additional seedlings may have to be secured 
from other sources (such as state and private nursery operators), particularly 
until Forest Service facilities can increase their operations. The total 
estimated reforestation cost is $60 million. 
Other costs attributable to the recent fire siege will include $3 million for 
the Forest Service to prepare salvage timber sales. These costs, however, will 
be partially offset by the estimated $150 million expected in revenues expected 
from the sale of salvage timber. In addition, the Forest Service expects to 
incur costs for reconstruction and maintenance of roads, campgrounds and 
trails, range improvements, plus restoration of fisheries and wildlife habitat 
damaged by the forest fires. According to federal estimates, the total 
long-term recovery costs for the fire siege may exceed $150 million. 
5. Are Existing Wildland Firefighting Resources Adequate? 
Some believe that efforts to bolster standby firefighting forces last summer 
may have been hampered by years of reduced or static budgets for state and 
federal firefighting agencies. During an oversight hearing conducted by the 
Natural Resources Committee in February 1986, state and federal forestry 
officials attributed the cumulative impact of budget cuts as making it more 
difficult to contain forest fires on state and federal forestland. 
Representatives of the Legislative Analyst testified that funding cuts required 
by the Gramm-Rudman Amendment had required the Forest Service to reduce its 
budget for firefighting in California from $53 million to $50.9 million, or 
4.1%. The Analyst reported that this required the Forest Service to (1) reduce 
by 10 to 12 fire engines (out of 200) the number of engines available for 
initial attack, and (2) reduce by up to 25% the period of time for which hand 
crews would be available. Additional cuts by as much as 20% were also 
predicted in future years for Bureau of Land Management (BLM) refighting 
forces, as well as the Forest Service. These were expected to require further 
reductions in fire crews and air attack aircraft. 
Potentially compounding the problem of federal budget cuts is the affect of 





countiesJ and shrinking resources for fire protection provided by the 
California Department of Forestry to state responsibility (privately-owned) 
wildlands. Since 1978, CDF has closed five of its wildland fire stations, 
limited operations at four others to periods of severe weather, reduced nine 
stations from two-engine to one-engine status, 
and closed seven lookouts. 
In recognition of the increasing incidences of wildland fires and potential for 
multiple, large fires occurring simultaneously, the State Board of Forestry in 
1986 adopted a new Fire Plan. To meet a projected increase in wildland fire 
incidents of 27% by 1990 and 47% by the year 2000, the Fire Plan originally 
called for major increases in funding and personnel for CDF fire control 
operations. These included the equivalent of 33 additional full-time staff, 
plus funding for 44 new reserve fire engines. To date, however, none of these 
recommended increases have been provided in the Governor's Budget. 
6. Focus of Interim Hearing 
In view of the massive destruction caused by the recent siege of wildfires, 
additional funding and resources will be required by U.S. Forest Service and 
California Department of Forestry for many years in the future to repair the 
damage, restore watersheds and reforest timberland. Some of the questions to 
be examined during the interim hearing include the following: 
o How does the federal government and State of California expect to 
pay for the major suppression costs incurred during the recent 
siege of forest fires? 
o Will state and federal forestry agencies be able to finance the 
long-term cost of remedial work and reforestation activities 
during an era of dwindling budget resources in California and at 
the national level? 
o Are existing nursery facilities adequate to handle the massive 
reforestation effort required in California or should operations 
be expanded? 
o Will efforts to rapidly remove salvageable timber from burned 
areas aggravate the potential for landslides, soil erosion and 
further damage to watersheds? 
o Are existing state and federal firefighting resources adequate to 





Assembly Natural Resources Committee 
Hearing On 
WATERSHED REHABILITATION AND REFORESTATION NEEDS 
ON PRIVATE AND NATIONAL FOREST LAND 
1987 FIRE SEASON 
CHAIRMAN BYRON SHER: Well good morning everyone. I 
want to welcome you all here, Committee members, invited 
witnesses, to this interim hearing of the Natural Resources 
Committee on the subject of the 1987 fire season, and 
particularly, the watershed rehabilitation and the reforestation 
needs on private and national forest lands. 
We have a number of witnesses scheduled, and I know the 
Director of the California Department of Forestry, Mr. Partain, 
has another speaking engagement during the noon hour, so I want 
to begin promptly. 
Yesterday and this morning's precipitation, hopefully, 
signal the beginning of fall rains and the end of what has proven 
to be one of the worst, if not the worst fire season on record. 
Since late August, more than 775,000 acres of valuable timber 
land and watershed have been lost to forest and brush fires. At 
the peak of this fire siege there were as many as 14,000 people 
involved in fire suppression efforts; some coming from as far 
away as New England. There were 11 deaths attributed to the 
fires, hundreds of injuries, and 40 homes were lost. Although 
most of the fires occurred on national forest land, several 
thousand acres of private timber land were also burned. In 
addition, several communities were forced to evacuate. 
Given the resources they had available, the state and 
federal Forest Service fire agencies did a remarkable job in 
minimizing the number of lives and homes lost. These 
firefighters deserve tremendous credit, and I know that we all 
appreciate their hard work and enormous sacrifices. That, as 
they say, is the good news. The bad news is that it cost an 
estimated $160 million dollars to contain the fires. Resource 
losses included 1.9 billion board feet of timber. According to 
the Forest Service, this is enough timber to build homes for a 
city the size of San Francisco. Especially hard hit were the 
Stanislaus National Forests west of Yosemite, where almost 
150,000 acres were burned, and the Klamath, the state's largest 
producer of commercial timber from national forest land, where 
more than 257,000 acres burned. Earlier this week, the Klamath 
fire was still out of control. 
Also lost to the fire were many miles of fisheries 
habitat some critical to the surv 
industry. Further damage may occur 
1 of the commercial salmon 
~o landslides and erosion 
if emergency remedial work is not carried out promptly, and if we 
have heavy rains this winter and next spring. And that brings us 
to the focus of today's hearing, which is the monumental job 
remaining to reforest and rehabilitate the thousands of acres 
burned by the fires. 
The Forest Service estimates that more than 200,000 
acres will have to be r rested thousands more reseeded to 
prevent further damage from erosion. They estimate that the 
total rehabilitation effort will cost up to $150 million. 
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State and federal budget officials understand that this 
expense, like the cost of fighting the fires, has to be financed. 
But, the reality is that once the forest fires disappear from 
newspaper headlines and T.V. news screens, the reforestation and 
remedial effort will have to compete against the pressing demands 
to reduce the federal deficit, money for prisons and schools at 
the state level, and even pressure for additional taxpayer 
rebates pursuant to the Gann spending limit. In my view, this is 
unfortunate, and especially in view of the fact that a previous 
penny-wise, pound-foolish mentality may have left our state and 
federal fire agencies inadequately prepared for this year's fires 
by reducing their initial attack capacity -- capability, and 
failing to respond to their predictions of a severe fire season, 
which were made earlier this year. 
A briefing paper, that the members of the committee 
have, which was prepared by committee staff, documents some of 
the budget cuts experienced by fire agencies in California during 
the last 10 years. While the memory of the fire siege is still 
fresh in our minds, we need to reverse this trend and to enhance 
wildland fire suppression resources. I have no doubt that it 
will be cheaper in the long run if we do. 
That's my opening statement. At this point I want to 
call on Assemblyman Statham, who would like to make a brief 
statement. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STAN STATHAM: Thank you very much Mr. 
Chairman. First of all, let me indicate that California is quite 
used to forest fires. The problem here is this time the forest 
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destruction was really unparalleled. We have to make sure that 
we're not burned again, that is that the people in this state are 
not burned again either by the government, it's inaction or by 
making the improper decisions. Even though the worst of the 
fires are behind us, what I'm worried about is that the worst of 
the impact of the fires is not over. In your report, Mr. 
Chairman, you indicated that over 770 million acres was burned. 
I saw one report t i icated, in the press at least, that over 
a million acres were rned, and I thought that if you wanted to 
put that in proper perspective, if you put all of the fires and 
concentrated them in one area, an area the size of Butte County 
was wiped out in California. 
The problem is twofo : what are we going to do now, and 
what are we going to do in the future to make sure that we don't 
have some kind of economic slump, because we're going to go 
through this -- this crisis period where we have a lot of jobs 
now and then suddenly we'll have none. We won't have timber; we 
won't have jobs; the price of houses l go up, and we'll 
compound and triple our problem. 
I'd like to ask this committee to focus on at least two 
areas: first, de ne what it will take, both in time and 
money, to salvage trees that are salvageable, and repair the 
forest, in all sense, just in reforestation but the streams 
and everything that was damaged with the fires. And secondly, 
and this key that we 't rget is, and this easy to 
overlook, that the s do what it can, and that the state urge 
the federal government to implement the proper policies so that 
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we can prevent an economic slump in two or three years when we 
finish all of our salvage operations. 
Let me just say in conclusion, that, I for one, a 
legislator that represents almost 20% of the geography in the 
state of California, I consider California's forest fires, 
easily, as a comparable disaster in the rural areas of California 
as the earthquake is in the Los Angeles basin. Both paralleled 
problems, and I know this committee at least, will give them the 
attention they deserve. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Thank you Mr. Statham. I want to 
welcome both you and Assemblywoman Hansen to this hearing. Other 
members have indicated that they will be coming and we don't want 
to delay hearing from our witnesses, because I see we have a 
fairly tight time schedule. I hope that we can get through the 
agenda without the need for a lunch break. So, and in that 
spirit, I'm going to ask our witnesses, if they can, to limit any 
formal statements that they may have to no more than 15 minutes, 
and that will leave us with time for questions from committee 
members. And, our first witness, who I would invite to come 
forward at this point, is Mr. Jon Kennedy from the u.s. Forest 
Service Office in San Francisco. Welcome, Mr. Kennedy. 
MR. JON KENNEDY: Thank you Mr. Chairman. Believe me, 
your description of the fires and the consequences of the fires 
is quite accurate and the Forest Service has taken the recovery 
effort and the rehab effort very seriously. 
I was recently appointed to a brand new position as an 
Assistant Regional Forester to spend full-time on managing and 
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coordinating resource recovery effort involved in repairing 
the lands that were devastated by these fires. And, we have a 
small staf will continue to work in that coordination 
effort for the to four years. 
I wou , again, like to thank you for the opportunity to 
review the effects of recent fires, and to discuss the fire 
suppression effort this season. As you've indicated, since 
August, wildfires 
million acres of nat 
burned almost 800,000 acres of the 20 
l forest land in the state. Total damage 
is expected to exceed $150 million, as you've indicated, 
including approximately $18 million for damaged roads, $3.5 
million damage to recreation facilities, over $5 million to 
wildlife habitat, and over a million dollars to range resources. 
The fires, as 've i icated, are still burning. The one on 
the is t contained, and is expected to continue to 
burn for another several days. As an aside, I was in Yreka 
yesterday, at 
that part of the state. 
timber will have been 
timber values. We 
board is 
million board feet 
additional 1.1 billion 
put it on the market 
int these showers had not even reached 
, it was still very warm. 
rned, causing $110 - $120 million loss in 
to salvage between 1.6 and 1.7 billion 
r and we expect to offer as much as 250 
salvage yet, this calendar year. An 
rd feet is programmed and we expect to 
middle of next summer. 
We've already begun emergency restoration measures in 
severely burned areas to event and reduce erosion this coming 
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season. These measures include aerial seeding, restoring stream 
banks, improving road drainage, and other treatments to reduce 
the probability of erosion damage. We expect to spend almost $6 
million in emergency rehabilitation funds before the rainy season 
is upon us. Almost $3 million of that has already been 
authorized and is well underway. 
Long-term recovery measures for reforestation, restoring 
wildlife habitat, watersheds, and recreation areas will require, 
as I mentioned, about $150 million. We are not looking at just 
the salvage of timber. We are looking at the total ecosystem 
repair based on multiple resource values and needs, and -- we 
plan our actions to accommodate those integrated needs. 
Of the $150 million, about $60 million will be planned 
for the reforestation effort over the next five years. Congress 
is currently considering those appropriations, as you're aware. 
In addition, the region has also established a national forest 
recovery fund and volunteer program for interested individuals 
and groups who wish to contribute time and money. And the 
interest, at this point, is high. 
Even with the long-term restoration, the effects of the 
fires will be evident, well into the next century, because 
establishing a fully recovered forest, will take from 40 to 100 
years. 
I'd like to give you now, some ideas, or idea about the 
suppression effort required to control these fires. How well did 
we anticipate and prepare for the severity of the fire season? 
Throughout the season, fire agencies reported the moisture 
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content of forest and brushland fuels was at very low levels. In 
September for example, dead fuels such as logs, contained 
moisture six to nine percent, rather that the normal 15 -
18 percent. Put that in perspective, if you go down to the 
lumber yard to buy kiln dried lumber, the moisture content of 
that lumber is about 14-17%. During the fire season this summer, 
the n t humidities reached only about 14-16%, compared to a 
normal 90-100%. As a result of these conditions, firefighters 
had to contend with exceptional levels of smoke and heat. Late 
in August, more than 9,000 lightning strikes were detected in 
California, in a three day period. Under normal conditions, 
about one out of 100 of those lightning strikes would normally 
have s rted, or ignited a fire. This summer, approximately one 
out ten did that because there was very little moisture 
accompanying those lightning strikes. 
To , suppression costs for fires in the national 
forests amounted to more than $160 million -- I believe we are 
now approaching $180 million -- we still have something slightly 
less than 1,000 people mobilized on the Klamath fires. About 
half of that commitment was for California Department of Forestry 
assistance. Forest rvice will honor its commitment to 
reimbu se the CDF for services it provided within the scope of 
existi agreements. And we're still working on the numbers, 
but, it certainly appears that reimbursement will be in the 
neighborhood $40-$50 million. 
Pacific Southwest region of the Forest Service's fire 
budget in '87 was about $53 million, which included funding for 
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11 air tankers, six air attack planes, 18 helicopters, 16 hotshot 
crews and 237 engines. This budget is about average for the 
period 1982 to 87, which ranged from a low of $48.2 million in 
1984 to a high of $54 million in 1985. The 1987 budget included 
$3.5 million added by Congress for fuels treatment. And this 
activity was not possible due to extremely dry weather. The 
funds became available to increase our fire engine strength from 
five to seven day availability for almost 25 engines. And in 
addition, we've received almost half a million dollars in 
additional fire funds in what we call ''seasonal severity" to 
bring units on earlier, and another $1.5 million just a week or 
so ago, to extend the crew availability for the past to normal --
into fire season period. 
We've increased continued to increase the number of 
hotshot crews in the region from 16-20, and to add 50 more fire 
engines to the forces available. As I mentioned, even with these 
general rains, we're far from being out of the fire season at 
this point in time. We have normally had the more difficult fire 
season in Southern California beginning about now and extending 
on into November and early December. 
I believe this concludes my formal remarks. I would be 
happy to try to answer any questions or expand as any -- what you 
see fit. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: All right, thank you very much for your 
informative testimony. I'll have-- before, I have a couple 
questions before I -- also want to welcome two additional Members 
of the Committee who arrived during your statement, Assemblywoman 
Speier and Assemblyman Bates. 
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You confirmed the $150 million figure for the 
reforestation and remedial work costs. Could you elaborate a 
little bit on how that's going to be furnished? You said that 
Congress was looking now at it does require Congressional 
appropriations to authorize those monies -- are there any 
problems anticipated in securing those funds? Will the concern 
over the federal deficit, for example, be a problem? 
MR. KENNEDY: I think the answer is yes to all of the 
above. What we have is both a mix of required new appropriations 
and diversion of existing, normally established appropriations. 
For the reforestation effort, funds for that come from both 
appropriated sources and from deposits on the sale of the timber 
itself. And thus -- but the use of those deposits also requires 
Congressional authorization. Our programs for the fiscal year 
'88 and '89, in the reforestation area, is running about $27-28 
million combined appropriated and authorized funds. We 
anticipate that will have to be increased to approximately $40 
million a year. The Senate and the currenL legislative 
appropriation hearings have earmarked approximately $14 million 
for recovery efforts, rather, unspecified in terms of what it 
would be used for. 
I believe that we have adequate understanding and 
agreement to divert funds for timber sale preparation, timber 
salvage, and the necessary reforestation from our normal green 
sale program to the salvage program. I believe the dilemma is 
going to come when we try to convince Congress of the need to 




habitat improvement, the recreation facilities, even our own 
administrative facilities that were burned, several on the 
Stanislaus, and find that those -- those supporting funds are 
going to be in very, very short supply. It's also unclear as to 
the true affects of the Gramm-Rudman actions on these emergency 
recovery funds. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: So, there are uncertainties you're 
telling us? You, in your formal statement, you said you're going 
to honor the, of course, many of the state resources were used in 
fighting these fires on the federal lands, and you said that the 
-- you will honor your commitments to the state --we're out of 
pocket -- those costs now. Is that also contingent on 
Congressional approval? I mean, when can we anticipate that 
these monies will come to reimburse the state for the monies 
spent fighting the fires on the federal land? 
MR. KENNEDY: We're currently working through -- with 
the Department of Forestry on the agreements in the reimbursement 
activity we have. These are emergency firefighting funds that 
have been authorized by Congress; we're well within the 
authorization that has been given to the entire Forest Service. 
And so, I see no problem in 
CHAIRMAN SHER: That money's available now then? 
MR. KENNEDY: That's right. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: So it ought to be .. 
MR. KENNEDY: It ought to be coming very soon. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Okay, well, that's good news. Now what 
-- what about the supply of seedlings and seed stock? This is a 
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tremendous s 775,000 or a million acres -- are there 
ilities and stock available? Should our own adequate nurse 




? Or have the capability and the supplies to do 
MR. KENNEDY We believe that there is the opportunity, 
ility that, over a five to seven year period, that 
we can come ve c to meeting the needs, in terms of numbers. 
I bel .part of the difficulty is going to be in terms of 
actually acquiring the necessary seed from the appropriate seed 
zones to plant in nurseries. Currently, our nursery capacity 
in the state -- we re producing approximately 22-24 million 
seedlings a r. We have t capability to increase that up to 
approx t 40 ll seedlings a year. And in fact, we've 
alr epari seed beds for about a 10 million increase 
in our next season. As I say, the dilemma is going to be 
collecti iate s from the right places and the right 
seed trees. 
I that we may find ourselves having to stretch the 
reforestat effort out over approximately two years longer than 
we'd like to, just of the seedling supply. 
of Forestry cou 
SHER: Is it possible that our own Department 
lpful in that regard? 
MR. KENNEDY: rtainly ... 
By expanding its nursery facilities? 
MR. KENNEDY: we're working with the Department of 
Forestry on -- as well as with private suppliers -- in and 
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outside of California. I think we also need to remember that, 
while California has suffered the most significant loss, there 
was another 250,000 - 300,000 acres burned in Southern Oregon, 
which also depends on many of the same suppliers in areas that we 
do in California. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: I have one more question, and that 
relates to your statement about how much money you had available 
to engage in these fire suppression -- you said it was average 
the amount, and yet in your testimony you talked.about the 
dangerous fire conditions now through the lack of moisture in the 
wood and -- was it inadequate? Did the Gramm-Rudman provisions, 
for example, affect the amount that was available and was it less 
than should have been available, and did it affect your 
capability -- your attack capability on the fires in this very 
dangerous fire season? 
MR. KENNEDY: We do not believe that there was a 
material reduction in our capability to respond to the fire 
situation. Recognize, that the appropriation for fire activity 
was passed in December of a year ago, and so we were working with 
a fire season that could not have been predicted at the time the 
appropriations were passed. Although I believe the authorization 
for what we call emergency firefighting funds -- EFF -- were 
granted without any equivocation at all. The Forest Service 
received an authorization of $300 million nationwide for that 
fire suppression purpose. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: You mean that came later after the .•• 
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MR. KENNEDY: That came in midsummer -- that came. And, 
as I mentioned in my statement, because of the fire season, we 
were granted early severity funding, put -- to bring crews on 
earlier than the normal. And just a couple of weeks ago, we 
received authorization to carry them forward longer, and at a 
much higher level than previously. We still have crews standing 
by who would normally be off the payroll at this point in time as 
far away as Arizona, New Mexico, and the Rocky Mountains. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Okay, those are my questions. Mr. 
Statham. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: Thank you -- just two or three 
questions, Mr. Chairman, and one additional follow-up on your 
seedlings supply question. It sounded to me like you're really 
digging into that problem in trying to address it. But it does 
sound to me as though we're just not quite going to make it,, and 
your final statement was "well, we need maybe a couple of extra 
years." Since you're just now starting to assess inventories and 
reforestation efforts, at what point in time would you be able to 
give a more definitive answer to whether or not we'll have the 
proper seedling supply to repair the forests? 
MR. KENNEDY: I would expect that early, early this 
winter when we have the fires contained and out; and we really 
are able to access the effects to be able to give us a better 
handle on that. Some of the affects that we have to deal with is 
the acreage that we talk about right now, is the acreage 
contained within the perimeter of the fire boundary. Within 




appear to have not been burned, some have not been burned. 
Others are, will probably recover and so the acreage could be and 
probably will be somewhat less than we are predicting at this 
point in time. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: You notice that looking at all the 
reports I've seen it's in the high, high 90 percentile as to the 
amount of federal forest land burned. You guys are the ones that 
got it. And you're a spokesman for the federal government, of 
all the trees out there that were burned# what percentage of that 
timber is salvageable? 
MR. KENNEDY: We expect to be able to salvage, of the 
dead timber, approximately 75% to 80%, of the total. Now some we 
will deliberately leave because of the needs for wildlife habitat 
and various other kinds of resource activities. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: You know that's really substantial 
and I wads reading in one report that it's terribly important 
that you salvage as soon as possible because as you know you're 
in the business. I'm one of the few human beings in this room 
that lives in a forest. My personal home is in twenty acres of 
forest land and I personally harvest a tree from time to time for 
fire wood. The trees were under stress. You know that is when 
it was a drought year and so they weren't as green as they should 
be. Does that make it more difficult to get a higher percentage 
of salvage because the forest fires were burning trees that were 
already under stress and not green enough? 
MR. KENNEDY: I don't believe it makes it more difficult 
to salvage. The problem is it makes it more important that we do 
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it very rapidly. To regain the value of those residual value. 
The other thing that we need to move on very rapidly is that 
these forests, if not salvaged very rapidly, will become the 
homes of major insect and disease. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: And then the insects move to 
better neighborhoods. 
MR. KENNEDY: And then they move to the green timber 
remaining. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: Right.. Immediately next door. 
Let me ask you one question on another standpoint, and that is 
the long-range economic consequences. As a spokesman for the 
Forest Service, Mr. Kennedy, you people on a regular basis put 
out contracts on how many trees can be harvested off federal 
land. Is there some thought to modifying your program so that 
salvaged trees might take the place of trees that were already 
allocated for harvested? So what I'm saying is that the 
long-range take of trees won't get into a clump, two, three, five 
years down the road? 
MR. KENNEDY: Yes, we've worked very closely with the 
t r industry and with the Department of Forestry in this 
rd and have a general agreement that if we are able to put 
the dead and dying timber up soon, the industry will divert their 
energies. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: They sound to be pretty supportive 
of that kind of program? 
MR. KENNEDY: Yes, so long as we're willing to provide 
for extensions of their other normal contracts not effected, so 
that can focus their energies on this. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: And do you and the people in the 
industry think that between both of you we can have a level and 
continuing decent harvest? 
MR. KENNEDY: I believe that that will happen. I do 
think we may look to some future concerns particularly on those 
national forests that were most severely hurt. Because of the 
age class distribution of the trees that will result due to the 
fires. In other words, we will have, on the Klamath National 
Forest, almost 20-25% of that national forest was burned. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: What you're saying is some of the 
consequences that is, you might level out the timber harvest 
statewide. But there will be some areas ... 
MR. KENNEDY: There will be some areas that will be 
effected more ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: In other words, a given location, 
a given mill, workers given in a geographical area could hit a 
slump. 
MR. KENNEDY: I'm not sure about a slump, what I would 
suggest is that they may have to go beyond their traditional 
market area to reach ..• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: And you're trying to do that also 
aren't you? 
MR. KENNEDY: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: I just want to follow up on that --
Statham has raised an important question. Do I understand your 




doing on these dead trees, that you're going to 
normal rvesting of the green trees? This would be 
a year we d just be concentrating on the dead trees 
and won t .you got these contracts -- you'll extend them 
but won't the green trees, is that right? 
MR. KENNEDY: That's our general strategy, yes. 
CHAIRR~N There's one aspect of that that I 1 m sure 
Mr. Statham is i rested in and that is it is my understanding 
that re i the revenues from the harvest of the 
green trees 11 they get some share of the proceeds of the 











My answer to that is yes. Although I 
ir to say that it would be at the same 
easons. One is that the value of dead timber, 
d ni ing from day one as compared to green 
market conditions have a much more 
on recipients to county than does the 
SHER: Well then, of course, bringing all this 
t r to rvest 11 effect the market conditions, will they? 
MR KENNEDY: t in effect we are going for fiscal 
year 1988 is 
of r to all 
Boscoe in 
ical replacing our green program with the 
Mr. Chairman, I was going to just 
I'm sure you 1 re aware of it, Congressman 
and Senator Wilson in the Senate are trying 
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to move in the next month to add one of those little provisions 
to one of those big bills that will require counties get no lower 
than last year's revenue that they got on those timber receipts 
and I hope that that can get through Congress. I know they have 
their problems. Frankly, I hope in either a special session or 
early next year this Legislature can reenforce that with a 
resolution here so that rural counties especially don't lose 
those kinds of valuable dollars. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Do other members have any questions for 
Mr. Kennedy? Ms. Speier. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN SPEIER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have 
one question. The tin roof effect, I don't know if you addressed 
that in your comments, I apologize for coming in late. But there 
is, I guess, the potential if we have heavy rains this year that 
flooding could be a very serious concern. Have you evaluated 
that and what steps are you taking in trying to address the 
potential outcome? 
MR. KENNEDY: That's a very real possibility and the 
efforts that we have underway at the current time are major 
reseeding with grass and on the significant portions of the 
burned over areas to provide for root structure to hopefully hold 
that material in place. We're doing, awarding some contracts for 
hardening of roads so that, and repairing damage to drainage, 
cleaning out stream channels that were filled with debris. 
Basically, we have gone in and water barred and seeded all the 
fire trails or will. A massive effort is under way right now in 
terms of what we call rehabilitation, emergency rehab. I believe 
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the Stanislaus National Forest just recently awarded the largest 
single seed rchase contract that we've had in California, 
almost three hundred thousand pounds. It is being airily applied 
and is about 60% complete at the present time. Other areas with 
less fire damage are virtually complete with that effort. 
Klamath still have a long way to go. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Will the heavy rain like we experienced 
this morning in Sacramento hurt or help the effort? 
MR. KENNEDY: I believe it will help the effort. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Even the heavy rains? 
MR. KENNEDY: Yes, even the heavy rains. It will get 
that seed rted. It's the area where we would get two, three 
and four, five inches of rain over a two or three day period that 
we need to be epared for. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Pray for rain. 
MR. KENNEDY: Pray for gentle rain. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SPEIER: Gentle rain. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Okay, I think everyone knows your job 
out there. Well, I think that's all the questions. Mr. Kennedy 
I want thank you very much for coming to Sacramento, and for 
your testimony. , Ms. Hansen? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BEV HANSEN: I'm late in asking --do you 
still primari use rye grass? 
MR. KENNEDY: We've had quite a bit of discussion about 
that go round and the only place where we are using rye grass to 
any extent, throughout California, this season, is some areas on 




is that the competition undergrowth is extremely difficult to 
control. The only satisfactory control mechanism that we have 
been able to adequately apply to allow plantation to come through 
the bear clover is with chemicals. And if we apply chemicals to 
the bear clover that will take care of the rye grass problem. In 
all the other areas we're planting a mixer of fescue and other 
forms of seed that are more native to the •.• 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN SPEIER: ... Particular area • 
MR. KENNEDY: •.. particular area. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Kennedy. 
MR. KENNEDY: Thank you. I do have copies, written 
copies, of my statement that might be helpful. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Okay, the sergeants will pick those up 
and they will be distributed to the members who were not here. 
As well as those who were. Mr. Partain you are our next witness. 
An old friend, the Director of the California Department of 
Forestry. Welcome Jerry Partain. 
MR. GERALD PARTAIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have 
copies of our carefully prepared testimony by able staff and I'll 
proceed to butcher it and not give all of it because .•. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: In your usual "deft" way, right! 
MR. PARTAIN: Usual inadequate way perhaps, but I would 
like to show, first, a video here. I know you haven't seen the 
cartoons this morning, and I would like to give you about eleven 
minutes of the Stanislaus fire with some commentary and if you 
cold sit still for that long I would appreciate it. 
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UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: Sorry the audience is unable to see 
this but •.• 
{FILM CLIP BEING NARRATED BY MR. PARTAIN) 
MR. PARTAIN: Mr. Chairman, we also had some carefully 
prepared slides, but I'm going to forego those and they show some 
of the same kind of information. Let me just make a couple of 
comments from my prepared statement and then I'll be glad to 
attempt to answer questions. 
I mentioned that during that fire siege, up until that 
point the number of fires in the state for which we had 
responsibility was up about 20% over the normal five year 
average. We anticipated that as a result of the, it was no 
brilliant deduction on our part, but because of the dry winter 
and hot spring and summer we anticipated that kind of activity. 
So we beefed up, with your help, and after the fiscal year, and 
with the Governor's assistance and the Department of Finance even 
agreed with us. We put on additional people at the beginni of 
the year. We put on planes earlier. We added on additional 
people after August lst and we were in pretty good shape We 
beefed up our initial attack response to that even though we had 
20% more fires, at that time, at the beginning of this siege we 
were about 30% to 45% below normal in the acreage burned. So we 
were doing something right up until that time. But th those 
twelve hundred fires starting in three days time, ne ther Forest 
Service, us nor BLM or anybody else was prepared to handle 
scale of operation. 
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I just want to make a couple of comments about the 
funding. We estimate that between 22 and 43 million dollars 
could potentially be reimbursed by the federal government and you 
asked them about that and we're glad to hear that they're going 
to pay off. Of this amount ... 
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: Pay off fast. 
MR. PARTAIN: Pay· off fast, well let me read the rest of 
my statement here. Of this amount about 50% of the total will be 
for base recovery and 50% for emergency fund recovery. We 
anticipate some reimbursement in the current fiscal year. 
However, the amount to be received cannot be determined yet. The 
u.s. Forest Service informed us that the reimbursement process 
could take as long as February, 1989. But partial payments are 
expected before the end of this fiscal year. So, we really 
don't, neither the Forest Service not the Department of Forestry, 
have good evidence or final figures on just how much we'll need. 
We will work closely, of course, with the Department of Finance 
and let them know if we get into either funding authority level 
problems or cash flow problems. They'll be the first to hear 
about it I'm sure . 
I want to make one point, too. The massive effort that 
it's going to take to rehabilitate these sites and do all the 
things that need to be done for the rural counties and 
recreationists and everybody, wildlifers, everybody interested. 
As a result of a suggestion that was made at the Board of 
Forestry meeting in Sonora recently, we picked up on the idea and 







someone asked the other day why we were using 
in Ar zona as a project and I said well Phoenix sounded 
Proj Yumal 11 But what we're going to try to 
is to enlist the support of everybody and the 
ion everyone who's interested in the rehabilitation 
Cali rnia, 
magnitude 
r before in the State of California, the history of 
we attempted to do anything like this, of this 
do have, we have the native plant society 
concern, we have the ife people concern, the timber concern, 
eve can think of has an interest in those areas. And 
so we 
will 
11 ist cooperation of everyone that we can and we 
to t corporate support for the effort as well. 
And we've 1 eady begun that organizing effort. It's being 
1 
moment, the organizing portion of it at least, 
rector for Resources and Management, Ken Delfino. 
the help and cooperation of anybody who's 
in teres worki th us in that effort. At the height of 
the fires it was difficult to find a si ~ lining in or around 
the r, there always are occasions in which we can 
gain k inside and valuable experience in which we learn. 
In th nstance, we discovered that the cooperative efforts 
ral state and local emergency forces were outstanding. 
We also reaffirmed the incident command system used in Califor 
the Forest Service and other fire service agencies is 
mos ffec ive to manage any kind of major disaster. 
I 1 rtuni to reinforce this point next week at 
Governor' emergency operation executive council and I will 
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stress the importance of the ICS system to all state departments 
and agencies responsible for any crisis or disaster in this 
state. As a matter of fact, we are, a man who heads up our 
training program has been asked to give a full description of the 
ICS system to the Office of Emergency Services, the Highway 
Patrol and others who are normally involved in emergencies and 
disasters. And we will continue to push for the use of that 
system that provides for a coordinated command that eliminates a 
good many of the problems that exist otherwise. I gave testimony 
to Congress last week to a Congressional Committee, Subcommittee 
of the House Interior and Insular Affairs to Chairman Vento and 
about the problems of California. Once again, Chairman Vento is 
from Minneapolis and I detected at one point that when the 
supervisor from Trinity County, Pat Garret, was there and she was 
explaining the problems that the local county, her county, would 
have in flow of funds and increased road cost as a result of 
increased hauling and activities and so forth all of the 
problems that they'll face. And, I must say, that Chairman Vento 
was less than sympathetic because he sort of implied, "well that 
was sort of a California problem" that was a local problem --
that was a local county problem. And I'm afraid I attempted to 
point out to where he might be missing a few points that since 
most of the county is owned by the federal government; since the 
county is expected to provide the infrastructure, the roads to 
get there, the schools, the sheriff's office, all the facilities 
that are needed to accommodate the recreationists, the visitors, 






est lands. And then, they receive about 99% of 
from national forests comes from timber -- back 
that, there is a serious problem and there is a 
t s needed there on the part of the federal government 
to rticu r attention to the concerns of counties such as 
Si i , and Tuolumne, especially. And so, that issue 
was n Washington. Of course, I think Congressman 
son's efforts are ing to-- you're going 
to a of assistance -- a lot of help. And, I stopped by 
a ou 
that we wou 
we cou 
ressmen's offices to leave my card and indicate 











some questions of the Forest Service -- we 
the Forest Service. But, we don't always 
ing that they do or everything they say, and 
ree with everything we do or say. And, I 
at number of employees in the Forest 
f 
line in 
over the last several years, you'll find a 
numbers. 
Now, I'm not here to tell you that -- that they've got 
or too or what ever -- as a former professor turning 
went to work for the Forest Service, I know that 
near as many jobs. Fortunately, there's not near 
s coming out either, at the moment. But, as you 
Fo est Service has been actively engaged in planning, 
i and ing for the last 10 years or so, here in 




plan that's operative. And, maybe there are some and maybe 
there's some areas where the Forest Service needs to look at, 
both in increasing the number of personnel that they have in the 
field, whether those come from increases in the total number of 
personnel that the Forest Service has, or whether they require 
shifting from inside to outside work -- I don't know. But, I 
believe there are some concerns there that we have that maybe 
maybe not all the resources are being placed in the proper use in 
the State of California. 
I am concerned about the rural county income affect. 
Both and I stressed this at the federal level in my testimony 
-- I think it's of extreme importance. It's very likely that, if 
you shift from green to salvage timber harvest in the next couple 
of years, that you'll have an increase in the overall amount of 
timber cut. I'm not sure that that will reflect an increase in 
the amount of revenues to the counties. My concern, perhaps, is 
a little longer term. And as was pointed out, as you reduce that 
timber base on which those counties depend, then when you have 
counties such as Trinity or Siskiyou where 99% of the monies they 
get back from the federal government come directly from timber 
sales -- as that is reduced in the future, you're going to 
compound the problems for those rural counties. And, some effort 
has to be made. 
I know that you and the Governor have worked together on 
the rural renaissance program and some attempts to help the rural 
counties, and that's going to have to be looked at as well as 
federal assistance. For example, I suggested there, and I have 
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i 
is r many years and it's not very popular, but 
sers pay for the resources in the national forests 
se. And, it's against the law for the Forest 
moment to charge wilderness users. But, I don't 
why they should be prohibited from charging a 
wi ness use they have to divert funds from fire 
otect 





whatever else to manage the wilderness areas. It 
t someone ought to be willing -- if it's so 
ought to willing, to pay for it. Besides, 
1 revenue to the local counties if you maintain 
re are those things that need to be looked at on 
1. I'll be g to attempt to answer any 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Well, let me start off -- thank you for 
t was a graphic description of what you were up 
against out re. And it makes it even more impressive what 
you 1 ve I want to undersea e what you just said 
the staf ing, I guess at the -- of the Forest Service --
seems me t was newsworthy, and we don't want to let it go 
You re esti that maybe there was not enough fire staff 
avai at onset of this? 
MR. PARTAIN: Mr. Chairman, let me, let me rush on to 
I'm not an rt on what the Forest Service on how their 
s ffi is , t I am concerned because we have mutual aide 
agreement a contractural agreement with the Forest Service 





protect state responsibility areas in certain parts of the state 
where most of the area is national forest land, but there is 
private land mixed -- intermixed. And, we provided them with 
engines and personnel, money to support those who provide their 
protection there. 
I'm a little concerned about whether we're getting our 
money's worth -- that's what I'm saying. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: All right, let me talk about our own 
preparedness. You said that you anticipated, and you felt you 
were in reasonably good shape when we went into this fire season. 
I don't mean to beat a dead horse here, but you did ask, 
requested, a $3.7 million budget augmentation to hire additional 
fire prevention personnel, and to increase your own staffing 
before these fires struck, and the Department of Finance opposed 
that? Do you know why the Department initially opposed it? 
MR PARTAIN: I presume they didn't have much faith in 
our predictability or predictions there. I'm not quite sure. I 
know that everybody was concerned about the total amount of the 
budget for the coming year. As you know what happened, we did, 
we were able to demonstrate to them that we thought we knew what 
we were doing, and they went along with us for the portion that 
was needed to add one firefighter per engine. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Later on. 
MR. PARTAIN: Well, at the beginning of August. Yes, 
one month later. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: But, initially, that's what you were 




... and fortunately, we didn't need them 
-- we did have them on when we did need them. 
SHER: Well, where are the experts on the need 
for f re ession capability -- in the Department of Finance 
or rtment of Forestry? 
. PARTAIN: Mr. Chairman, you're trying to get me into 
a t 
CHAIRMAN No -- I just am -- (laughter) -- trying 
to make 
• PARTAIN: 
we very lifi 
Obviously, Mr. Chairman. I believe that 
people to anticipate and predict the kind 
of fire season 
right s 
t we're going to have. Unfortunately, we were 
mo e 
CHAIRMAN SHER: That's right --unfortunately --
tunate 
t 
good predictability -- people there, 
were r Well, let me just ask you one 
t two air tankers? 
MR PARTAIN: We lost one, and the Forest Service had 
rae an out-of-state tanker, and they lost one up in 
s s area, north of Redding. So they lost one and .•. 
CHAIRMAN Do you plan to replace the one that your 
r , and where will the funding come from? 
MR PARTAIN: That, we'll worry about next week. That 
next 's 





MR. PARTAIN: Yes, I think so. There -- let me just 
summarize and anticipate some of the comments or questions that 
might come up. Right at the moment we have, we talked to two 
representatives from Canada yesterday in my office. I know that 
another one is going to call soon. There is -- there are two --
there's one company in Arizona, one in Southern California that 
are going to be contacting me to provide different kinds of 
planes next year. So, I'm very popular these days with people 
who want to provide us with all kinds of planes and different 
kinds of services, and what we have going at the moment is a year 
long study that will terminate in, I believe in early April, of 
our entire air program. And, I guess it's been an outstanding 
year to study something like that with all the activity we've 
had, and what we expect to get is in -- I'll expect to have an 
early report on that in January, and then we'll begin to decide 
which way we're going to go with our air program this next year 
-- whether we're going to replace the plane that you're talking 
about or whether we're going to utilize some of these others that 
people want us to give a try to. And so, that decision has not 
been made yet. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: You heard Mr. Kennedy's testimony about 
the reforestation problems and the stocking and seed -- does the 
Department of Forestry have plans to increase it's own nursery 
facilities? 
MR. PARTAIN: Those efforts to increase the operation 
have already started. But, in the long term, we have also 




state a 1 
an $8 million bond issue for our nursery operation that 
us to handle the capabilities that we need in the 
le tter on a long term basis. 
So we're doing two things: we're looking at both the 





CHAIRMAN SHER: The bond issue -- is that another one of 
i sues to avoid the Gann limit on spending? 
MR. PARTAIN: I don't know wha it's for. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Okay, well •.• 
MR PARTAIN: It's only-- only $8 million •.. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: $8 million here, $8 million there 
ta ing about real money. Well, those are my 
Do r members of the committee have questions for 
? 
STATHAM: Just quickly -- do you think that --
the li Department of Forestry, CDF, has an adequate air 








MR. PARTAIN: We're looking at adding three additional 
rs. In fact, when I was in Washington last week, I 
couple of offices there-- we're attempting to get 
1 excess helicopters that would increase the size 
i force. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: Well will the study that you're 
11 come back to you and you'll have some 
recommendat in January in perfect timing for the Governor's 
budget, will that also decide what's best -- helicopters that 
drop 300 gal of something or planes that drop 3,000 gallons? 
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MR. PARTAIN: That will, presumably, be part of the 
answer. The air program in forestry has grown somewhat on a 
shoestring basis over the years. And, I decided last year that 
we needed to take a look at it and see where we're going. Some 
people say, "well the planes are too old", and others say, "well 
they're fine," and others say, "you shouldn't have any planes --
you should contract and -- ," so I said, "let's get an 
independent study here and see what we need to do." So, that's 
what we're looking at. So, I really, I really can't say what the 
direction will be. I would guess that, we find the helicopter 
operations very effective and we use them, we've used them with 
floods; we've used them with burning in the winter time and our 
control burns; we've used them in a variety of ways. And we find 
they are very effective in getting people into the fires; they're 
very effective in dropping water on the fires, and now that we're 
using foam in a couple of our helicopters, we find those even 
more effective. So, I would say that the chances are that we'll 
support a very strong rotary and wing element, whether we expand, 
get new planes, get different planes, or whatever -- on the fixed 
wing, I think that's where the uncertainty comes. And whether we 
should do it ourselves or contract it all-- that's open for 
study. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: All right. I'll talk to you in 
January. Thanks Jerry. Mr. Bates. 
ASSEMBLYMAN TOM BATES: I actually have some more 
questions along that same line. How many rotary planes do you 
currently have in the •.. ? 
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MR. We have ten in operation. 
Bates: And how many fixed? 
MR. PARTAIN: A, let's see -- the tankers, I believe 
ther are now. Somebody -- some of my crew -- how many? 
UNIDENTIFIED: Nineteen plus two. 
MR. PARTAIN: Nineteen plus two -- what does that mean? 
(laughter) 
(laughte 
BATES: Twenty-one -- that means twenty-one. 
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: (Laughter) That's twenty-one. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: What kind of a department have you 
got here? r) 
MR. PARTAIN: Well, I don't know. I don't really know. 
I ious t control of it. 
BATES: So, I'm sorry, you have nineteen of 
one two another type -- is that right? 
DENT FIED: Nineteen S-2's and two aircraft under 
cont 
BATES: Uh huh. 
MR PARTAIN: Okay. Nineteen of our own and two that 
we ve -- we contract from a private operator. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Now, in the scope of this, how many 
wer l in operation during the height of the fire 
Do you idea? 
MR. PARTAIN: Well, all of ours were in ope ation. 
BATES: All of yours and then you had some 
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MR. PARTAIN: We had about 50 planes -- 50 tankers at 
the time that we had a call from Quebec offering us two · 
additional planes. We had about 50 tankers in operation in the 
state, and at that time they called, 34 of them were sitting on 
the ground because they couldn't see anything. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Oh. Now, the C-130's is that a 
tanker style? Do you call that a tanker? Or is that larger? 
MR. PARTAIN: That's a military -- a military plane, and 
we put a module that, as I said, forces the retardant out under 
pressure, and we put those in in a couple hours time. And those 
are available four of those are available to us most of the 
time. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Uh huh. 
MR. PARTAIN: And we fought with Senator Helms and 
Senator Wilson. Senator Helms had a little shoot-out in 
Washington and we got the other four -- all the other four. So, 
we had all eight of them that are available throughout the United 
States, in California during that time. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: So, in other words, these are 
modifications of C-130's . 
MR. PARTAIN: Yes, they're C-130's and they just have 
the unit that fits right in the back of the plane. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: And there were eight nationwide 
in other words, National Guards from all over the United States 
participating with the California Guard? 
MR. PARTAIN: You know Mr. Bates, I'm not sure who flew 
all those, but we had all eight of them ... 
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BATES: (inaudible-- both speaking) ... 
MR PARTAIN: •.. whether it was our National Guard who 
flew 1 or the National Guard pilots' crews came from 
Nor rol na to fly the others that came in -- I don't know. 
BATES: Okay. And then -- just one last 
thi on s -- so the C-130's there are only eight C-l30's 
avai i whole country? 
MR PARTAIN: Only eight MAFF units -- these are the 
modu fit in 130's -- there are a lot of C-l30's. 
built 
into 
BATES: Oh, oh, okay. 
MR. PARTAIN: But there are only eight of these units 
est Service and the Forest Service specs to fit 
units -- into those nes. 
BATES: So, wouldn't it be smart, maybe to 
sue e to have the capacity to put more of those into 








Uh, yes. It's one of the things that will 
is study. 
BATES: Okay. The other thing I have 
private homes versus the resources -- you know, 
a decision was made to protect the private 
you said in your narrative that it meant that 
resource. Is that correct? 
MR. PARTAIN: That's correct -- yeah. 
BATES: I'm just wondering how the 
fs li that are made. I mean, is that a policy? If I 
te home owner I'm sure I would want my home saved. 
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But, in terms of the trade-offs -- almost like you saved enough 
of the resource -- you know you might be in a situation where you 
could somehow or another help the private home owner by being 
able to contain the fire quicker -- and you say you have less 
loss of the resource-- and I'm just wondering how those 
trade-offs are made and whether there's clear policy, and whether 
that needs to be reviewed. 
MR. PARTAIN: I think that needs to be reviewed. I 
think there is no clear policy. I think our basic responsibility 
is to protect the watershed areas of the state of California. 
And, that implies that we protect the vegetation on the hillsides 
and keep the hillsides from washing down into the streams. As 
people build their homes in the rural areas and pick out these 
nice ridges, as you saw there with the beautiful setting and the 
nice view. 
There is no consistent pattern or requirement from 
county to county at the present time for what those people should 
do to protect themselves. And, Senator Rogers carried a bill, 
SB 1075, this year to assist the Board of Forestry in moving in 
the direction of getting more consistency and more compliance. 
Just the other day the Fire Marshal's Office and the 
building standards committee passed regulations on roof 
coverings. And, we're being contested on that as well, which 
says that if you live in one of those areas with pine needles six 
inches deep on your roof and trees all around your house, that 
you shouldn't build with wood shingle roofs. The wood shingle 
industry is still on our neck about that. But, that doesn't make 
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any sense to me we're still pushing opposition to it, we 
ink has gone through now. 
re are lots of things that need to be done, 
I'm sur t state should do and what the local counties 
shou ously, most of this is the responsibility of the 
Some of the local counties do a better j of it 
than But, all of them are gonna have to do a better j 
in we cannot, any r, endanger a lot of 
our fir i forces to go in and sit by some of these homes 
and wai fire to come to them in an attempt to put 
out, try get away from there in time after you've 
It just simply is not safe. And, every ine 
1 f, every crew that you pull off to put on one 
reduce the effectiveness of your firefighting .. 
BATES: Sure ... 
MR PARTAIN: •.. in the wildland, which is what we r 
i 
BATES: Well, let me dsk, I'm sorry this 
to as one more question. Isn't there some sort of 
t re you actually map out where you're going tot 
to s +- f es, what particular area -- where the bu n is ... 
going to occu re you're gonna try to, given the 
it e 're gonna' try to stop it? I mean, s 
to, ine a planning of a major military ski sh 
so to commit resources to various 
o r to try to attempt to do that. And, it would seem like 




and then, in terms of the homes, it would be unfortunate but you 
would basically try to figure out how to stop the fire as fast as 
possible. And, if some homes were lost that would be -- you 
know, that would be unfortunate, but that would be the 
resource would be protected faster. 
MR. PARTAIN: Yeah, the difficulty of that is you know 
--our people are pragmatists and they're, they're practical 
firefighters out there, and they're trying to do a specific job, 
but they're also getting more political every day .. And, I think 
the best example of that were the Woodfords fire over here 
earlier in the summer time over in Alpine County when the Forest 
Service had considerable difficulty explaining to people why an 
engine was sitting there and not pouring water on a home or a 
house that was burning. And, someone made the inappropriate 
comment that we don't do structural fires. You don't do that. 
Now we, obviously -- our people make those decisions -- that's 
the incident commander's responsibility -- taking the advise in 
the field from the people there -- he makes those decisions as to 
where to allocate the resources, how to attack the fire, where to 
attempt to stop it, and so forth . 
But, his job is inordinately complicated by the fact 
that you have homes in those areas. And, it's up to him to judge 
whether homes should be allowed to burn and bypass them and go on 
and stop it somewhere else or not. That's a tough decision to 
make. That's a tough decision to put on those people. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Particularly, if it's your house. 
(laughter). 
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. PARTAIN: Particularly, if it's your house -- that's 
ri r) 
SHER: We're going to have to move on. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Well, thank you very much. I think 
it' r i problem but it's obviously one that you have 
to we ities, and I guess you have to do it right there 
in at the moment. And there's no way to set a 
i need a flexibility •. 
MR. PARTAIN: That's right. 
BATES: To make a decision right there. 
MR. PARTAIN: If you don't allow the field commanders to 
have f ility, you don't have an effective organization. 
BATES: I guess my point would be that I 
~ 
would t I want to have that flexibility with that 
commander t kind of political influence to say that 
you ve save the houses, when in fact it may be the 
i ng n his judgment, or in her judgment -- to 
save 
Ms. Hansen has a question. I'm going to 
ask of Finance witness to come forward while she's 
ting --if ... 
HANSEN: You're going to interfere with my 
abi to question, Mr. Chairman? (laughter) 
Mr Parta n, I have a question about the start of the 
fires and large the majority of these f res were 
sta t t lightni in -- what was the -- do we know if any 
of were caused by arson? And, I know that in my rt of the 
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territory, that some of them can be caused by feuding over 
marijuana fields, and between the marijuana growers. Do we have 
any statistics yet of these 1,200 fires that were battled --
where were they started and ... 
MR. PARTAIN: I don't believe we have any final 
statistics. I do know that we were still making arrests for 
arson fires during that siege of fires. Now, I don't have the 
details on exactly where those were. We had an arson problem in 
the Sonora area before the lightening fires came along. I do not 
have those statistics yet, but unfortunately there were other 
fires -- like I indicated, while this siege of fires was going 
on, we were addressing some 50 - 70 fires a day in the rest of 
the state. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HANSEN: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Thank you Mr. Partain. You just made 
it. If you run, you can catch your noon appointment. 
MR. PARTAIN: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Thank you for coming. Your testimony 
was helpful. Our next witnesses are from the Department of 
Finance, and since, if I'm correct, neither of you is Mr. Jesse 
Huff, would you please identify yourself for the record. 
MR. DON RASCON: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I'm Don Rascon with 
the Department of Finance and with me is Carol Baker of our 
staff. Regretfully, the Director is not able to attend. We did 
receive your letter asking for various information about the 
fiscal situation, which was generally consistent with Director 
Partain's presentation. If you have any questions about our 





CHAIRMAN SHER: You-- you've responded in writing ... 
. RASCON: The Department of Finance has responded in 
SHER: All right. I haven't looked at that 
st I'd you agree with the Director of the Department 
rts on need for fire suppression, in particular 
fire season, are in the Department of Forestry and not in 
Depar 
t 







nance? You don't disagree with that do you? 
We wouldn't disagree with that, provided 
provided is reasonable upon which we 
in the case that you alluded to, we 
information -- there were some questions 
lieve 
those issues to the satisfaction of the 
inance, the Governor's office, and the Department 
t we did allow for the additional position to 
SHER: Are you saying that the earlier request 
augmentation last , that was turned down 
init there was not sufficient documentation or 
i the Department to justify it. 
MR. It's my understanding that we had some 
questi t the reasonableness of the request, but upon 
iscuss , we, and the Department, as well as 
r f ce were able to resolve the issue. 
Let me ask you one more question that 
is s tru a finance question. Obviously, a lot money 
been riz r ir initial fire attack forces that has to 
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be paid. And, how's that going to be paid -- will the 
administration come back with deficiency legislation to pay for 
it? 
MR. RASCON: A -- excuse me -- as of this time we've 
advised the Legislature that $10.9 million be allocated from the 
disaster response emergency operations account pursuant to 
Chapter 1562, statutes of 1985 as amended by ~hapter 1 1110. 
We've also indicated that of that amount of money some of that 
would be allocated to Office .of Emergency Services for other 
state departments participation in the fire. We have indicated 
that we are increasing the General Fund emergency fund 
expenditure authority for the department by $8 million for fire 
suppression activities on state responsibility lands not covered 
within the Governor's emergency declaration. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: These are to pay costs already incurred? 
MR. RASCON: A -- some of which are incurred, and of the 
10 -- of the $8 million increase would be for the balance of the 
fire season. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: So, what you've done is to extend the 
season in effect, and what, about $2 million ... 
MR. RASCON: In effect, we have extended the fires 
season by one month in the northern part of the state and a month 
in the southern part of the state. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: And will that be paid for deficiency 
legislation, or will that come out of this emergency response, or 

















MR. That will come out of their normal General 
expenditure authority. And, in addition 
CHAIRMAN SHER: But it will require deficiency 
Is that right? 
MR. RASCON: Yes, it will. 
SHER: You do a lot of that in the Department 
't you? I mean is that good budgetary practice 
these things into the budget up front to make 
smaller and then come in afterwards when the 
and ask for deficiency legislation? I don't know 
budgetary matters, but it seems to me that's kind 
MR. RASCON: Well, it's my understanding that, given the 
over 
the fire season that, both the Administration 
ture have generally approached a budgeting for a 
emergency expenditure for the Department of 
we try to adjust that as the season dictates. 
SHER: Well, I don't w3nc to get in a fight 
is, but it wasn't unpredictable and we did bui 
bill I carried and that -- where the Governor 
str $2 million out of it. And, you may remember, we 
ing about that afterwards. So, it just seems 
i s -- when you know you've got these expenditures 
i have to be paid, it's much better to 
front and budget for them, or pass 
i islation to provide for them when you know you're 
goi to to do it, rather than to pretend like aren't 
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going to have those costs and then come in later with this 
deficiency legislation. Anyway, those were the points I wanted 
to make. Ms. Hansen. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HANSEN: Are you going to have a copy 
(inaudible-- not at the mike). 
CHAIRMAN SHER: We got we only got -- we got one 
copy. We will make copies for all members of the Committee and 
circulate that. Oh, a -- we understand -- since you're -- I'm 
not sure you're the right people to ask, but you're the only 
people we have here from the Department of Finance. I understand 
there's going to be a special session of the Legislature to deal 
with aftermath of the earthquake and the need for some special 
funding -- I read that in the Los Angeles Times. (laughter) And 
so, I guess it's true. (laughter) And, there was some 
speculation about whether the question of funding for some of 
these fires efforts would be part of that session. Do you know 
anything about that? 
MR. RASCON: I have no information about that, Mr. 
Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Okay. 
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: It hasn't been on Channel 13. 
(laughter) 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Well then, at least as of today, it 
can't be true. All right, well, those were the questions I 
wanted to put to the Department. We will circulate their 
testimony -- any other questions? Thank you for being here. We 
appreciate it. 
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MR. RASCON: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Mr. Dennison from the Western Timber 
Assoc t Oh a okay. Just to give you a -- one of our 
witnesses is ng to have to catch a plane, so I'm gonna' call 
on Mr. , representing the Pacific Coast Federation of 
Fis rmen s Association after this witness. 
MR BILL DENNISON: Thank you Mr. Chairman, Committee 
Members I'm Bill Dennison, California licensed professional 
forester, the president of Western Timber Association, who's 
members in lifornia are, and Southern Oregon, process about 90 
percent all the timber sold in California. So, we have an 











ram and the rehabilitation of the burned areas in 
It's ing to be difficult for me to add totally new 
t 've heard already. I think it's been covered 
11 al by Mr. Partain and by Mr. Kennedy. But, I 
to emphasize a couple of points and I will not go 
the 1 written statement that I've given to you, 
enter that for the record, if I may Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Absolutely, we're glad to have it. 
MR. DENNISON: I also wish to leave you with the 
the wood products industry is willing and 
11 cooperation in assisting in the mitigation of 
damage. 




MR. DENNISON: From our California fires, which occurred 
primarily during September of '87, but unfortunately, still 
continue on the Klamath National Forest, Siskiyou County. Expect 
those figures to change as time goes on. Don't be surprised of 
them, that's just the way fires are. It's difficult to get a 
handle on them right away. We've entered into a cooperative 
effort with the State and Federal agencies in what has become 
known as Dr. Partain told you, "Operation Phoenix". We believe 
it's going to be helpful in keeping you and others informed as to 
the changes and also in helping to gain assistance from everyone 
in mitigating these problems that are before us in the damaged 
areas. On September 16th the Forest Service indicated about 2.3 
billion board feet of timber had been damaged. Some of it was 
not accessible. Those figures will be changing. But since that 
time we've seen it go up and down and some of that will evolve 
around what's really dead. Some of the trees are still green and 
there's a difference of opinion as to whether a tree will die or 
not in the short and long term. Past experience has shown us 
that many of the green appearing trees will die. That there can 
be inlayer just beginning at the bark, their lifeline if you 
will, has been damaged beyond recovery. And that they will not 
function, the cambriun layer will not function and those trees 
will die. During that interim period those weakened trees will 
provide a haven for bark beetle buildup and those results will 
constitute an ever present threat to the surrounding green timber 
as you heard this morning. It's a buildup that will then 
continue on and we expect that we'll get some continuing damage 
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to t r outside as long as those trees still stand. The 
dr ition was mentioned, that's very important as to wha 
to from the fire in the long run. Many of those trees 
wer before. We were expecting an insect infestat 
the fires, as we had in 1976, and 1977. That is 
goi to make those trees even more susceptible to insect attack 
t appear to be green still may be taken over by the 
insects. So there's a need to take care of this problem quickly 
se dead timber deteriorates rapidly and the severe 
damaged timber runs a danger of dying quickly, and as I sa d 
it s from insect damage. From diseased damage and from 
mechan 1 damage, we're expecting this to occur. That insect 
lues the timber significantly. Due to the blue stain 
in pine and also because of insects of a different kind, both 
to , ing pencil size holes. Still others are going 
to t the weakened trees and board galleries in the cambriun 
r e fectively girdling and killing the trees. The sooner 
r r can be salvaged the sooner that the threat will be 
t We believe that there'll be little, if any, 
comme ial va left in the fire killed timber that remain 
s after two years. In fact, some species after one year, 





salvaged in some other way. Burned, but it will 
in some form. A prompt salvage program will also 
te other environmental damage. Damage which alr 
which was caused by the fire themselves. And we've 
for you on page four of our written statement what that 
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entails. Let me stress, though, that we want to assure that our 
rehabilitation activities, the wood products industry, activities 
including the salvage operations, are conducted in an 
environmentally sound manner. Fire rehabilitation isn't new to 
us. We can see the things that can be done, and should be done 
in order to mitigate the environmental problems and to salvage 
the valuable timber that's still standing. Someone mentioned the 
tin roof effect. I believe it was you. It's interesting that 
you raised that because it's a real issue that not too many 
recognize and it's caused by a combination of an intense heat and 
the resin that comes down from the trees that causes a tin roof 
effect. So there's an advantage of getting in there with 
equipment in removing the timber to ensure that we have an 
improvement in the permeability to soil and then, of course, you 
have to do the regular water barring and so on to ensure that we 
don't have an increased erosion from the logging as well. We are 
concerned, and the counties are concerned about the impact on the 
receipts. We've estimated a three-year loss of the 25% funds in 
the range of $32 million. In the next fiscal, three fiscal 
years. That's even with a prompt salvage program as suggested to 
you. We support the concerns expressed by the county supervisors 
for funding what may very well be extraordinary damage to the 
roads if in fact this timber volume is removed in a timely 
fashion. Much of the county's fate is going to rest in the hands 
of the Forest Service. Just how quickly they can sell that 
timber and have it removed to maintain the value. There was a 
question about the 25% funds in regard to the salvaged timber 
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itself. Not too many are aware of the fact that ordinarily the 
count do not obtain, derive 25% from salvaged funds. And that 
will occur now if there's not an agreement between the House 
and the Senate during the Conference next week. The Senate has, 
in their Appropriations Bill, put in report language that would 
give 25% of the salvage, as well as green to the counties. The 
House not agreed on that, but we've talked to them and I 
think they will reach that agreement during their conference. 
But your leadership would help on that. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: You said as well as the green, we had 
testimony from Mr. Kennedy that they would not be harvesting the 
green. 
MR. DENNISON: I heard his testimony and I hope that he 
mi rstood the question. But I'd asked him if he's still 
going to tell what he meant. But what we believe will happen and 
must happen is that there still will be a green program, but of a 
lesser amount. As offset •.• 
the sal 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Why the salvage program •.. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: Why must there be ..• 
MR. DENNISON: There must be because of the fact that 
was not throughout California. We had primary 
salvage in Stanislaus National Forest ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: But in those areas of where you' 
doing the salvage operations in these large quantities, there 
won't be any green there? 
MR. DENNISON: That is correct. Yes. There's an 
agreement on that, there's an all out effort by industry to make 
sure we take the blackened timber first is kind of the motto. 
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(INAUDIBLE BACKGROUND COMMENTS) 
MR. DENNISON: Right. Okay good. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: I think he's covered that. 
MR. DENNISON: Yes, I just want to make sure everyone 
understood that and your leadership would be helpful on that. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Well, I think Mr. Statham said that, but 
you said that has to be resolved next week in this conference 
committee or? 
MR. DENNISON: Whenever the conference is held, the 
Senate House Conference on Appropriations will take place as 
early as next week. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: I understand Mr. Statham say that they 
were, Congressman Bosco and Senator Wilson, were trying to add an 
amendment to some other measure that would deal with this problem 
and he said that he would, or someone would have a resolution in 
our House supporting that ..• 
MR. DENNISON: I believe, Mr. Chairman that that is a 
different issue and that Senator Wilson and Congressman Bosco are 
looking for is a floor in which the return, no matter how they 
obtain it, would be no less than what they •.. (inaudible) 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Oh, I see. 
MR. DENNISON: This is just reflecting on the 25% 
receipts themselves. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: And that will be dealt with in the 
Appropriations measure? 
MR. DENNISON: The portion I'm speaking of would. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Oh, I see. 
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MR. DENNISON: Along that same line, we've been asked 
often about the potential market impact of large volumes of 
salvaged timber. Will there be a glut on the market? It seems 
to a question that people have and we can assure you that ''no" 
there 11 not. It leads to discussion in the paper we presented 
to about the timber sale levels that are needed over the next 
few rs ch I will not outline. But in regard to the glut on 
the market, there won't be one because we've been harvesting to 
meet the demand of the consumers of the past two years in the 
area of 1.8 to 1.9 billion board feet anyway. And that, the e 
isn't anticipated there'd be a greater volume sold this fiscal 
year 1988, than that amount. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: In California? 
MR. DENNISON: In California. Currently the Senate 
tion Bill is allowing for 1.75 billion we believe in 
order to remove the salvaged and give a fair share to counties, 
on green as well, should be up around the 1.9 billion board 
feet and believe that what's ..• 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Will the same thing hold true in Oregon? 
We rd that a lot of this salvage timber will come from Oregon. 
MR. DENNISON: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: So that it will offset what they will be 
harvesting there anyway? 
MR DENNISON: That was the intent of Congressman Bob 
testified in Washington, D.C. last week, yes. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: What about the heavy truck action on 
these damaged lands in taking that much timber out. Is there a 
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problem there about how it's going to chew up these burned over 
lands and whether that will compound the erosion problem? 
MR. DENNISON: We don't believe that it will compound 
the erosion problem, if we do the rehab work that's needed with 
stocking, but there will be some damage to county roads that need 
to be considered. And we suggest that you consider supporting 
the testimony that was made on that in Washington, D.C. The 
situation there is that there's going to be a lot of extra volume 
over given roads if we're going to rehabilitate these areas in a 
timely manner. Some of it will be coming over county roads that 
were not built for winter haul. The (inaudible) and when that 
occurs, if in fact we are able to recapture some of the value 
that would be lost otherwise, it should be done and the counties 
then should in fact be compensated for that work that needs to be 
done. This should be on the federal level I suggest though. 
You're going to have, there will be considerable 
discussion even some conflict over the issue of salvage and in 
roadless areas that were released to multiple use management by 
the California Wilderness Bill. You will recall that the 
agreement had been that of 1.8 million acres were allocated to 
wilderness that the remaining should be considered for multiple 
use in this released areas. Already there are controversies 
regarding wilderness areas; there are two general observations. 
First, as we already explained, large blocks of standing dead 
timber are an ever-present threat to adjacent undamaged timer 
stands. Second, in areas where extensive fire kill has occurred, 
the characteristics that made the area attractive as a wilderness 
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area, potentials for wilderness, if you will, have already been 
altered. 
It is unfortunate enough that the dead timber in the 
wilderness areas will not be removed, that cannot, under current 
legislation, be removed. That timber will be a monument to 
something. Some say to stupidity. Nonetheless, it will be 
standing there forever unless there is new legislation. 
It will be a travesty if we then cannot remove the 
timber that had been planned to be removed in the wilderness 
areas as well. 
So, I leave that thought with you. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: During the thousands of years of history 
where re were no timber companies and logging operations and 
we these periodic fires, what happened to all of the burned 
timber was left there? It fell and went back to nature, 
d It it? 
MR. DENNISON: The characteristics of our stands have 
changed considerably since that time, and yes, there were fires. 
There were few fires of this magnitude and we found even if they 
were, had we been here to rectify that damage, we could have done 
t ter than mother nature as well. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Well, that is an interesting perspective 
on •.. 
MR. DENNISON: Let me hasten, well what I am saying is 
we can get good green to come back faster than nature can. Br 
maybe, but we can do better with the trees. Let me hasten to say 
that this doesn't mean that we advocate wholesale, thoughtless 
development of all wilderness areas. 
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However, our view is that some entry into the wilderness 
areas may be possible or even desirable. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: But, illegal. 
MR. DENNISON: No, it is legal, unless, the only thing 
that might stop us would be appeals by those .... 
CHAIRMAN SHER: I thought you said, "It's not possible 
to salvage in the part that has been designated as wilderness." 
MR. DENNISON: Let's be sure that I make myself clear. 
This is confusing and it comes up and that is why we had so much 
wilderness in the beginning. 
Wilderness is separate from roadless areas. Roadless 
areas have been released by Congress saying that the E.I.S. was 
sufficient, so therefore they ought to be managed for multiple 
use. 
Wilderness was already tied up by legislation. That we 
cannot, Mr. Chairman, enter into a wilderness area. But, the 
roadless areas we can and hopefully should. 
Roadlessness verus wildernesses is sometimes difficult 
to comprehend. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: If you do enter into the roadless, it 
will no longer be roadless, right? 
MR. DENNISON: That would seem apparent. That is not 
so. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: You could log there by helicopter? 
MR. DENNISON: You could enter the wilderness by 
helicopter and still maintain the roadless, yes. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Mr. Statham. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN STATHAM: Mr. Dennison, let me ask you or 
comment upon a problem that may occur, may occur in Trinity 
County. One of the counties that I represent. One of the 
counties that you are quite familiar with, they have a lot of 
roadless areas. 
There are a portion of people that don't even want roads 
there to even take out burned timber, to take out the salvaged 
timber. They want to restrict it to helicopter timbering. 
If it is so restricted in Trinity County, would that 
make it impossible to do a good salvage operation over there? 
MR. DENNISON: It would have be taken on a case-by-case 
situation. There will be some areas where a helicopter can and 
should be used. There are some other areas where there should be 
roads so that the full management can take place in the long 
term. Those roads can be low-impact roads, there can be 
different situations for each area. 
I would like to say that there is no panacea for every 
area. That has to be taken on a case-by~case basis. And even 
some wilderness areas should be left without even entering some 
portions of those. 
Again, I hope that I have made it clear in our purpose 
we wan to make sure that we are doing this in an environmental 
basis and we do stand ready and willing and able to explore 
innovative access and harvest techniques to minimize the impact 
of timber management on the areas 6f other values. 
We know that there are values other than timber and we 




If I haven't gotten you off the track. You have gotten 
me off the track. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Well ... 
MR. DENNISON: But, I would like to .... 
CHAIRMAN SHER: You have done a good job of explaining. 
MR. DENNISON: But, may I have just a couple of more 
points, please. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Could I ask a question? 
CHAIRMAN SHER: We will let him finish his two points 
and then we will be ..•. 
MR. DENNISON: No, ask me a question? 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Okay, Mr. Bates. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Is the timber harvest plan required 
for taking of these burned trees? 
MR. DENNISON: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Not in the national forest, is it? 
MR. DENNISON: Yes. The timber harvest plan in so far 
as what the state calls the timber harvest plan, no, the THP. 
But what is required of every timber sale, whether it is in green 
or blackened and is in environmental analysis and then it is just 
a matter of how detailed those plans must be. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Who requires it? Legal 
requirements? 
MR. DENNISON: We understand and agree with the Forest 
Service that they must go through with NEPA requirements. If in 
fact, every roadless area has to have an EIS, we have lost a lot 
of time. An Environmental Impact Statement verus an EA could 
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take as long as a year. If there is an administrative appeal, it 
could take as long as two or three years. If that occurs we have 
lost the battle. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: That is federal law? You know, we do 
not have any •.. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: That is interesting because it 
impacts the validity to take. At least, it gives, I hope, at 
least some consideration to the environmental the consequences of 
the day. 
MR. DENNISON: That is right. It does. In all cases 
that must be taken into account. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Two more points. 
MR. DENNISON: Two more points and I will let you go. 
We talked about the green program. It is important that 
we talk about the additional detailed green sale program. It 
takes three to five years to prepare timber sales. That means 
you have to have a certain amount of timber in your pipeline. 
You have to advertise. You have to go through the EA's that we 
talked about. It is a complicated process. 
If we don't maintain that timber sale preparation, we 
are going to run the danger of arriving at the end of the salvage 
program with an empty pipeline come 1990 when we have either 
salvaged the timber or lost it to no value. The beetles? yea! 
Right.! For those of the fifties. 
The consequences would be disastrous. Not only to our 
industries but to rural counties, the many dependent communities, 
associated business, and to the consumer. Let's not forget the 
them as well. 
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The summary in Northern California that we have, we've 
had one disaster there, one in Southern California, and someone 
mentioned, you, Mr. Statham said that "that was a difficult 
situation." It is just as bad in northern California. We want 
to work together to rehabilitate those almost eight hundred 
thousand acres. To assure a full production of wildlife, 
recreation, watershed, grazing and timber, and the funding of 
manpower will be the essential ingredients. 
But, I in ending suggest to you that your hearings right 
here today will be helpful in gaining that leadership as well. 
I thank you for the opportunity to speak before you. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Thank you for that comment. Thank you 
for your testimony, which is also very helpful to us. 
Mr. Yeates, I am going to call you forward now for the 
commercial fisherman. I know you have to leave. Then we will 
hear from the Sierra Club witness. 
MR. BILL YEATES: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Bill Yeates, 
representing the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen's 
Association. 
Members, it is a pleasure to be here. Also, for our 
industry, also thank many of the firefighters and both the Forest 
Service and the Department of Forestry for their work. 
At our board meeting last weekend, Nat Bingham, the 
President of the Federation, who happened to be at a Salmon Task 
Force meeting in Yreka during the fire, reported on what the 
effort was and it was amazing to listen to it first hand from 
Nat, who had seen what was going on and got a report from the, I 
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guess whoever makes the decision at a base camp on how to a 
the fire. 
We hope that and it is in portion, I think to a certai 
extent that the Department of Fish and Game was not included 
this list. And on a lot of timber issues, we find it difficult 
that the fact Fish and Game is not included on this. 
The Klamath River burn is going to be significant 
us. The reforestation effort. All the rehabilitation and 
reforestation is going to be critical from the standpoint t it 
does not create problems in that stream. 
The Klamath River is probably the one controlling river 
on our commercial salmon season. You may recall that a few rs 
ago we did not have a commercial salmon season on the north 
coast. Simply because of inland habitat problems along the 
Klamath River. The escapement that returns to that river is very 
critical as to the allocation between commercial, sport 
Indian take on that river. The additional damage to that r ver 
is going to cause some real concern for all the coastal 
communities that are dependent upon a successful salmon season. 
We hope that Fish and Game will be inc ed with 
Forest Service and the Department of Forestry to work 
cooperatively on any of these restoration and salvage operat 
We are concerned about the erosive effects some of the 
machinery on rather steep slopes. For that reason, we hope t 
Fish and Game is there to recommend what watersheds ill be 





The reason we say this, is basically, we have a lot of 
timber people come to us and say you ought to make sure that Fish 
and Game is there and that you are able to address these issues. 
Because there will be great effort to work very quickly to 
resolve the effort to salvage and we do not want for a short-term 
effort, a long-term impact on our fishery. 
We would also offer ourselves and many of our members to 
work with these agencies. A lot of our fisherman and a lot of 
other associations are working on restoration programs in a lot 
of these streams, and would certainly be willing to advise the 
agencies as to what areas we would be extremely concerned about 
sedimentation and other issues. 
I hope that it will be an effort that includes the 
Department of Fish and Game and their expertise when it comes to 
addressing the impact of the fires on our fishery resources and 
the quality of the streams. 
I guess that is all I have to say. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Is there anyway that that can be be 
ensured? Most of this is on federal lands, is that right? Is it 
a question of voluntary invitation that they would extend the 
Fish and Game to advise them? 
MR. YEATES: I would hope so. That Fish and Game, even 
though, I guess I do not know the legal barriers there to what 
Fish and Game can or cannot do on Federal Land. I do know that 
when it comes fishery and wildlife management, generally it is 
the State Department of Fish and Game that is making those 
decisions and it is not necessarily Fish and Wildlife Service or 
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the Forest Service. Certainly, they are linked when it comes to 
establishing deer season or any other thing, it is the Department 
of sh and Game. The Fish and Game Commission that do make 
those decisions 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Do you think it would be a good idea for 
this committee to write a letter to the Department of Fish and 
Game urging them to become involved. 
MR. YEATES: Yes. I think also with the help of the 
Resources Agency worki with Director Partain in making sure 
that Fish and Game is aware of what is going on. I think it is a 
real simple job of getting that information. We are certainly 
going to provide the information on the restoration work that we 
have done. 
The Klamath River is extremely critical. Whether it 
takes us to also write letters to Doug Bosco, that would be 
great. After all, he is the one that passed the bill. And helped 
pass the bill on both the Klamath and Trinity River restoration. 
Which, I think the federal government has committed forty-three 
million dollars and some in matching funds from the state to 
restore these rivers. We want to make sure that that is what is 
happening. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: We should explore ways in which we can 
encourage that Fish and Game be involved. I will ask my staff 
too. We will look into that and see if we cannot, and the 
minority staff too together we will find some way to get this 
message across. 
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MR. YEATES: Yes, I think that we would be more than 
willing to help the committee and the administration to provide 
the information and support for that. I think it is an 
opportunity for us all to work cooperatively on the issue. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Any questions? Thank you Mr. Yeates. 
We catch your point. 
Is Mr. Beckwitt here from the Mother Lode Chapter of the 
Sierra Club and following him our last witness will be Mr. Pland, 
from the Fibreboard Corporation, if he is here. 
MR. STEVE BECKWITT: Good afternoon, or good morning. I 
am not sure what it is. I have a page full of notes. My name is 
Steve Beckwitt. I live near Nevada City, California. I am a 
spokesperson for the Mother Lode Chapter. I am co-chairman along 
with my two sons of the Forest Issues Task Force which is charged 
with monitoring federal forest practices on national forests. 
It has been mentioned that the fires destroyed seven 
hundred and fifty thousand acres. I think it should be made 
clear to you that these fires burned in what is called a mosaic 
of intensity. In some places they burn very hot. In some of the 
hottest areas were ninety thousand acres of plantations that 
burned almost completely. The areas where it burned less 
intensely sometimes were, and in fact many cases were areas of 
older growth timber. There were isolated instances where older 
growth timber burned hot too, because of the complexities of the 
wind conditions and weather conditions, weather, wind, exposure, 
slope. Situations where there were fewer ladders in these old 
growth stands. But, in general the hottest fires occurred in the 
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managed stands. The stands that had been subject to human 
manipulation during the last one hundred years and where fire has 
been suppressed for the last hundred or eighty years. It is not 
clear yet how much of this timber has been burned, the acreage 
that has been burned, is actually dead. And, as Bill Dennison 
mentioned there is going to be considerable controversy about the 
cutting of green trees. 
Our concerns as an organization are, our major concern 
is that there is ~ufficient dead timber on flat road acreages 
easily accessible where it is productive forest land to keep 
people busy for at least a year. And, that entry into roadless 
areas which are roadless for a reason and the main reason the 
roadless is they are very remote and they are very steep -- most 
of them. Those areas can in fact be deferred -- the entry into 
those areas can be deferred until they finish savage logging 
those areas which are easy to get at. 
Also, there's a very significant question about 
environmental assessments with respect to timber sales and that 
is most of the areas that are flat, easy to get at total burn it 
will suffice just to do a standard forest service environmental 
assessment. In the roadless areas there is considerable legal 
ground underneath the floor requiring an EIS as supposed to an 
EA. An environmental assessment is a rather simple document --
not an exhausted review of total impact. An environmental impact 
statement takes a lot longer and we believe those environmental 
impact statements should be required for first entries into 




areas as biotic reserves given the increasing likelihood of a 
serious climatic change and other instability in our natural 
environment. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: That will be under the NEPA process? 
MR. BECKWITT: Our organization, the Wilderness Society, 
and the Natural Resources Defense Council are monitoring the 
environmental review process throughout the salvage areas in this 
state . 
And, I want to say that we're real happy with the way 
that the Forest Service is responding in most situations. They 
have chosen to enter the areas, like I have suggested, that have 
totally burned and are relatively flat and already have existing 
road systems first. I think that's very wise. 
The Forest Service's own documents say the goal of 
salvage operations is to leave as many green trees for the future 
as possible. That is only enhanced by giving the green trees a 
chance to survive and not going in for either silvicultural 
reasons or economic reasons, cutting the green as well as the 
black. 
And, I think that in general that's going to be 
followed. 
I think it's fair to understand that historically 
salvage logging, I believe has caused more damage -- or at least 
as much damage in some cases as fires. It was stated by Mr. 
Dennison that the tin roof effect which is also really hard to be 
understood -- what happens is that there is a layer of duff in 
the forest; and that duff contains a lot of resins and when a hot 
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fire burns through, those resins condense at lower layers in the 
soil and they form what is called a hydophobic layer: it's a 
barrier to the penetration of water. Robert Lackee who is a soil 
expert for the region at Redding, in a personal communication to 
me, stated that that hydrophobic level compounded with the 
widespread movement of heavy equipment can be much more serious 
than just the hydophobic level alone. What he recommended was 
where it is really serious is to use the lightest equipment 
possible. For example, like a lightweight tractor with a furring 
device on the contour to break up that layer with as gentle touch 
as you can, rather than running heavy equipment over which 
compacts the soil in addition to maintaining in addition to 
what it basically does is it "steam irons." It almost is like an 
iron going over a hydrophobic level. It prevents the breakdown 
of that level, which will break down normally, naturally, in two 
to three years, four years, depending on rainfall and topography. 
It prevents that breakdown for as much as six or ten years. So, 
we have recommended in all of our comments to the Forest Service 
that areas that burn hot that there be designated skid trails, 
that heavy equipment be kept off of those soils as much as 
possible. 
I think that the industry is probably real sensitive to 
the people that I have talked to locally and in our Tahoe Natural 
Forest area, industry people who are real sensitive to that. 
Real considerate. 
I also want to say that this bug-a-boo about bugs, the 




UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: (Inaudible) ... 
MR. BECKWITT: Well, the beetle buildup -- well, I think 
it's a significant factor, but I think that you have to 
understand and the Forest Service experts agree that bug buildups 
in burned areas do not overtake like a horde healthy stands of 
trees outside the burned areas. In fact, there's a quote in this 
article that was distributed back here, Forest Service 
entomologists Bruce Richard Goering said that insect danger to 
breed trees will be minimal. Quote: ''There will be bark beetles 
out there but they are not going to go out and affect undamaged 
trees." And, I think that that is in large part true. That 
healthy trees are resistant to bugs just like healthy humans are 
resistant to other pathogens. The real problem will be in the 
trees that have been partially damaged -- that where you have had 
a light under burn or a slightly hot under burn, those trees need 
to be protected. What they need to be protected from is the 
various environmental factors, like salvage logging, that may 
inhibit their recovery. It can be that heavy tractor logging to 
pick out the dead ones from inside mixed stands of live and dead 
can damage the soil and the health of the environment sufficient 
that those trees would die where they might possibly live. 
I think that when those trees die they can be removed 
but they ought to be given the chance to be observed into next 
year to see if they recover. There's a very good Forest Service 
publication that's being used by Wagner. I don't have a copy of 
it here but I'm sure that you can get it. That clearly shows how 
you can tell whether a tree has a good survival, life potential 
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or not. And, that's what the Forest Service is using to their 
credit. 
I want to just pick up a few small odds and ends. 
There's a very good letter from Fish and Game to Blaine Cornell, 
the Forest Supervisor of the Stanislaus giving input on fire 
salvage sales. I don't have it with me but I can be sure to get 
you a copy or I can direct you to who wrote the letter. It 
addresses a lot of the specific issues with respect to resource 
protection. 
I think that I have covered all of the main points and I 
would like to entertain any questions. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Thank you for your testimony. Are there 
any questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: The beetle buildup. Assuming that 
the conditions were right for the beetles to yield to infest, I 
mean, they have to grow, they have to multiple. Are they fast 
multiplying in the right weather conditions? 
MR. BECKWITT: Very fast. In fact, it's true. These 
fires, I would maintain, although I can't prove to you as 
scientifically as I would like to, I would maintain that these 
fires are a function of the intensity of these fires are a 
function of human management. That we have seen these intense 
fires, I mean, they are naturally caused but that before man was 
intervening in these forest fires like this happened all the time 
and they never assumed the kind of cataclysmic activity that they 
did this year. 
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Another thing of concern that you might ask your 
Department of Forestry we know how much acreage is being clear 
cut every year in the national forests. We don't know how many 
areas are being clear cut in the private forests of California 
but I suspect that it's substantial. I think that every year if 
we see the same amount of acreage clear cut that we saw burned 
this year but I'm not exactly sure of that but I think that's a 
ball park estimate. When I say that managed lands burn hot, all 
you have to look at is that 90,000 acres of plantations that we 
lost this year. Clear cut management yields very vulnerable 
stands and the Forest Service model for growth and productive for 
future jobs and employment do not factor in fire impacts. The 
Fire Plan model, the computer model, that is used throughout the 
United States for determining future growth doesn't even consider 
the effects of fire. 
So, the long-term-- I haven't really answered your bug 
question 
MALE VOICE: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HANSEN: Could I get a clarification on 
what you said? 
MR. BECKWITT: Sure. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HANSEN: You said -- back up to where you 
said because of the manned forest fire firing that enhanced ... ? 
MR. BECKWITT: No. I see where I may have mislead you. 
I'm not saying that the forest fire fighting leads to forest 
fires. I'm saying that --well, there's a subtle way that that's 
true but not really. I'm saying that management activities, 
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timber harvest, certain kinds of timber harvest make forests more 
vulnerable to fire than other kinds of fires. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: You're saying where they clear cut and 
then they replant a whole plantation; they're all the same age. 
MR. BECKWITT: Plantations are just devastated by fire. 
Where you do a selective type cutting or what's being proposed 
now by a lot of modern ecologically-oriented foresters is what's 
called group selection. Where instead of clear cutting large 20, 
10, 20, 30-acre blocks, you cut small patches. There's a need to 
clear cut. There is a definite silvicultural need to clear cut 
and that is that many trees don't regenerate in the shade of 
other trees. Don't come back. You loose the pine. And there 
are ways to cut small openings, one and a half to two times the 
diameter of the highest trees surrounding them. And, you make 
those small openings and in those openings you get the trees that 
need to come back, need sun to come back, plus you maintain a 
mixed forest canopy, so when fire burns through it doesn't get 
that chance to just build up in tremendous sheet intensity. It 
might burn a plantation and then run into a older stand where 
there is not so much stuff on the ground to carry a fire. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HANSEN: Then that will mean that all 
fires that we've had in the past when we have reseeded them and 
they have regrown again, that the fires would tend to burn faste 
there than any place else? 
MR. BECKWITT: That' right. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HANSEN: That means that the places that 
we've seen burned this year and in past years-- we're going to 
see fires ... 
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MR. BECKWITT: What it means is that the destructive 
impact of fires is much greater in those areas because of the 
uniformity of the canopy. Because it's just like a continuous 
layer of vegetation without the break, without the mosaic of 
growth that you see in an old growth forest. An old growth 
forest, everybody thinks, oh, it's degenerate. It's old. It's 
all decrepit. A true old growth forest has young trees in it. 
It has patches of young trees where there was a fire 200 years 
ago or a hundred or 50 years ago. It has old giants; it has all 
kinds of mixed vegetation patterns, and that's why the fires 
don't build up to great intensive in those areas. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HANSEN: But it must have some brush and 
other things too that dries out sooner and ignites faster and 
moves the fire along faster too. 
MR. BECKWITT: Sure, that's true. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Well, you know, you talk about fire 
suppression, they are now changing their views about trying to 
get rid of all the fires, in Sequoia National Park, for example, 
because that allows all the stuff to build up and provides the 
fuel so when you got a fire that goes through there. So, now 
they're doing control burns down there to imitate nature to try 
to get rid of some of this stuff so that when you get the fire it 
doesn't wipe out the whole thing, all that fuel on the ground and 
up the trees. 
Well, anyway, we are going to move on to our last 
witness. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN HANSEN: We still need to talk about bugs 
though. 
I'm really interested in this beetle buildup stuff. I 
guess I have got to do some interim hearings on my own on beetle 
buildups. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Maybe we will have a subcommittee on 
bugs. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HANSEN: I can't help but believe that if 
the infestations get into the burned wood that as that 
infestations grows and the number of insects grows that it does 
not go to some other host plant and infect the green trees in the 
other areas at a much faster rate than if that blacken tree was 
removed and then it wouldn't occur at the rate. I mean, we have 
got to believe those insects are going to infest the green ..• 
MR. BECKWITT: Let me see if I can respond to that in a 
clear way. 
First of all, the trees that are black, that are burned, 
don't support bugs. Bugs need living treea. They will build up 
to a certain extent in the damaged trees. The ones that were 
inside the fire perimeter but didn't die. That's where they will 
build their popu tions because those trees are weak. If they do 
build up large popu tions and then go into the natural forest, 
they will get the weak. They will not get the strong. They wi 
not destroy whole forests. Now, if we have an environmental 
situation where there's drought stress, etc., we will see a 
larger proportion. We 11 see more weak trees. But it's a 
selection process. 
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What we're doing is that we're selecting in those 
natural forests outside the burn area we are selecting for 
strong, vigorous trees that can withstand bug attacks. And, 
those trees that die outside those areas can be salvage logged as 
well, if they are done carefully. But, it doesn't mean that we 
are going to have the great Mongolian horde or insects coming 
down and destroying our national forests. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: I think that we'll po$tpone further this 
discussion. - We may want to come back to that issue. 
Thank you very much for your testimony. 
Is Mr. Pland from the Fibre Corporation? Our last 
witness. 
Welcome. Thank you for sitting through the hearing and 
sorry you were last but you can wrap it all up here as far as 
MR. RICHARD PLANO: Well, I'll try to keep everybody 
alert as I can because I do know that I am last and that does get 
to be a drag, I am sure when you do this quite often. 
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Richard 
Pland, Resource Manager for Fibre Board Corporation. 
I have some prepared comments to make but I would just 
like to add before I start I would really like to be able to take 
my time to respond to the previous speaker, but I am not going to 
do that but maybe in your questions I would be more than willing 
to set the record straight on some of the things that have just 
been said and maybe I can work some of those into my comments. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Okay. 
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MR. PLANO: Well, will you promise to hear what I real 
came to say if I 
CHAIRMAN SHER: We'll promise to read your statement. 
How about that? 
MR. PLANO: I only got about five minutes anyway. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: He wants his statement heard. So, he is 
going to you here by reading .... 
MR. PLAND: 1 right. Come back in five minutes. 
I am Resource Manager for Fibre Board and I'm 
responsible for Fibre Board's wood operations in Tuolumne 
as well as Truckee and Burney. 
To start with, let me say that I've got some 35 years 
experience in the timber business in the Central Sierra and I 
have never seen anything even resembling the blowup and the 
devastation that occurred on that Stanislaus complex fire last 
month. You would really have to see it to believe it. I have 
seen big fires before but I have never seen anything like that. 
Here's a few pictures that we did take of what some of 
our lands look like after the fire was contained and I might add 
that these were not clear-cut stands. These were selectively cut 
stands and you can see the totally devastation when it gets all 
through. 
subject today is damage to private timber lands. Bu 
I might also ada that we are deeply involved in Forest Service 
timber sales. We depend on the Forest Ser ce for the great deal 
of our timber supply we re also totally committed in Tuolumne 
County to a tota sa effort and have committed ou mills to 
not hi t sa e over the next two years. 
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As an aside, I was particularly interested in Mr. 
Partain's comment on the allocation of resources and Mr. Bates' 
very perceptive question regarding that, and I can testify first 
hand. This allocation of resources between protecting homes and 
protecting timber lands really does need to be looked at. I can 
tell you that first hand and where do you trade it off, you know, 
I'm not s~art enough to figure that out. But, we brag about the 
fact there's only six structures burned or whatever it was on the 
Stanislaus complex fire but there was 145,000 acres and how much 
is each house worth? You know, I say I can't respond to that but 
I think it was a very perceptive subject that came up and really 
does deserve some comment. 
But, as I say, my subject is private timber lands. 
Those both in industrial ownership and on our smaller partials 
owned by individuals. Unfortunately it is still difficult to 
develop any precise numbers on private acreages and the volumes 
involved in the fires statewide. But I'll give you the best 
estimates we could come up with for all of the private lands 
burned in California. 
It appears that about 30,000 acres of industry-owned 
timberland burned along with some 10,000 acres of non-industrial 
land in smaller ownerships. As a conservative estimate, 
approximately 100,000,000 board feet of private timber has been 
effected -- with probably 85 - 90 percent of that would be 
salvageable. These salvage operations were started in some cases 
just as soon as the fires were contained. In the case of Fibre 
Board, we expect to complete salvage of about 15 million feet on 
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the 2,000 acres of young timber that we lost probably by the 
of October or in early November. The largest individual loss of 
ivate i tr t r land occurred in Mendocino County re 
the e's about 9,700 acres lost that was owned by 
Louisiana-Pacific. re too -- their salvage efforts started 
immediately and I'm sure that they are well along towards 
complet 
One worst results of the fires was the lost 
young plantations. of course, in this case they don't of r 
any sa of any mercantile timber. We est te 
that about 10,000 acres of the total private lands burned were n 
such a regenerat ition. Now, this represents a direct lost 
of the original of the reforestation costs by the owners of about 
$4 million we est te. 
To rehabilitate all of the lands needing reforestation 
after these fires, we estimate that private land owners in this 
state are ing a cos hly in the range of $6 to $8 million. 
In spite of e losses we are convinced that most 
ivate t r owners will have enough commitment to 
long-term rest management and enough faith in the future to 
invest the money ir to bring these lands back into 
product It is, course, a long-term process before 
anythi is re r owner on this reforestation 
investment I many cases, it will be 50 to 60 years or more 
before these can rves again and at the same t 
this commi tee can encour this investment by ensuring a 
reasonable 
Ca ifornia n 





Our company is committed to this effort and we believe 
that other industry owners will do the same. The smaller owners 
on the other hand may need some assistance in rehabilitating 
their lands. We understand that the California Forest 
Improvement Program will concentrate its efforts and funds this 
year on rehabilitation of burned areas. A major potential 
problem faced by land owners of all sizes, and you have heard 
this earlier this morning, is the availability of planting stock. 
At this time, it appears that there could be a shortage of 
seedlings from suitable seed zones during the next several years. 
State and private nursery reproduction will probably need to be 
increased substantially to satisfy this demand. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Could I break in at this point to ask --
will industry support -- I raised this question earlier about the 
Department of Forestry expanding its nursery operations. Is that 
something that you think is needed and the industry would 
support? 
MR. PLAND: I'm sure it is needed. I don't know if we 
have got all of the numbers yet on how many trees we are going to 
need. I think to replant the private land that's been burned 
assuming that most of it does get planted we are probably looking 
at an additional 10 to 12 million trees. At the same time the 
existing nursery capabilities are pretty well committed because 
of the just the year-to-year reforestation efforts going on in 
the State. So, that's an extra 10 or 12 million trees and the 
question is where does it come from and we have got to have it 
within the next couple of years. So, certainly some expansion I 
would assume, Mr. Chairman, is needed. 
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CHAIRMAN SHER: We have this program too, the California 
Forest Improvement Program to help private land owners do 




rtment of Forestry. I assume that you would 
t would the wrong direction. We ought to be tryi 
that program which has been over-subscribed. It is a 
cost r program where the State provides some of the 
and the private owner provides some. 
MR. PLANO: Yes, sir. As I mentioned, I understand 
they're going to commit most of their funds and efforts to the 
rehabilitation of burned lands, when, of course, they are keyed 
into the smaller land owners and they are the ones that are goi 
to need the encouragement I am sure. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: I'm sorry for the interruption. 
MR. PLANO: Now, the good news in all of this is that 
trees do grow. Forests can be replanted. Timber is indeed a 
renewal natural resource. 
Local economies, consumers, and the American people as a 
whole will all benefit in the long-run from this massive 
reforestation effort on private lands. At the same time I want 
to assure you environmental protections are already in place 
and functioning under the California Forest Practice Act and 
r state regulations. 
With a common goal and in the spirit of cooperation 
tween i stry, land owners, state government, sta e regulatory 
agencies and all others hopefully we can be back here in a few 




Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Thank you. Sorry about the interruption 
here at the end. But, you know how that goes. Mr. Bates and 
others. Mr. Bates, you wanted to pursue the point that -- and 
also to encourage the response of the previous witness. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: I was wondering before you do that 
-- what about the tax consequences of this? In other words, if 
you are a private investor and you invest in these forests and 
you have a 50-year life, is that a depreciable asset? Do they 
have to escalate their depreciation or how does that work? 
MR. PLANO: Well, the companies I've always worked for 
have always had these fancy tax departments but I think the 
bottom line is that reforestation expense under the IRS rules has 
to be capitalized. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Is it over the period of the life 
of? 
MR. PLANO: I believe it is, Mr. Bates. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: If you lose it, I mean assuming you 
have it -- like, you are five years and then you lose it all, you 
then get to accelerate all of the loss? 
MR. PLANO: Well, if you lost it to fire, I presume you 
could be able to write it off. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: Okay. 
MR. PLANO: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN BATES: I would like to encourage you to go 
into response now, what you heard before, where you took 
exception. Just balance we would like hear what you view. 
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MR. PLAND: I appreciate that. 
First off, the comment was made that full EIS, which you 
know, Environment Impact Statement, those should be written for 
all roadless areas. My response is very simple. If you do that, 
you forget about the salvage. You have just kissed it off. We 
have at the most two years to get this salvage job not only 
logged but get it milled. EIS's take you a year at the minimum 
and with the expected appeals you've probably lost virtually two 
years. In the case of the pine species, it'll start 
deteriorating within a year. The Douglas Fur will last a little 
longer but I'll guarantee you after two years if anything isn't 
well underway to be logged and milled it's gone. So, obviously, 
an EIS will immediately preclude any salvage and if that is the 
intent, why it will be very successful. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Again, I would emphasize that since we 
are talking about these national forest lands that that's going 
to be determined in another forum not in •.• 
MR. PLANO: Well, that is right. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: But, I understand your point. 
MR. PLAND: Thank you. 
The comment about the clear cuts being the ones that 
carry the fire. 
Tuolumne City. 
They're in Tuolumne County right east of 
The only place we were able to stop that fire 
We weren't about to stop it when they had the fire storm but the 
only place we ultimately stopped or had the best chance to stop 
it were in young plantations because you had low growing 
vegetation and you were able to build some fire lines. You can't 
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build a fire line when you got a 30-40 mile an hour wind and the 
trees are 120 feet tall. You're wasting your time. So, I take 
strong exception to the fact that clear cuts had anything to do 
with the magnitude of that Stanislaus complex fire. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN SPEIER: Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
One of the points that was made though was that the fire 
was the hottest in those areas where the trees had been clear cut 
and new trees with the same canopy in effect had grown in their 
place. Would you concur with that or do you dispute that? 
MR. PLANO: No, I don't concur. The pictures that I 
passed around, those were not clear cuts. Those were natural 
stands and there couldn't be anything hotter than those because 
that area and this is an extensive area, it is totally fried. 
There isn't a living thing out there. It can only get so hot. 
Like I say these are natural stands that ended up in this 
condition. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN SPEIER: I have one last question. 
In all that we've discussed this morning, you know, hind 
sight is always 20/20, do you have any recommendations that you 
would like to make to us as to what things could have been done 
in anticipation of the seize of '87 as it's being referred to 
that might have diminished or at least reduced somewhat the 
devastation that took place? 
MR. PLANO: Well, I think -- of course, you know, I live 
in my own little world and I'm involved in logs and roads and so 
on. So, I'm not privy to all the finances of the departments and 
so on. But, I would have to say that I think that it was no 
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su ise that we had serious fire weather this year. Certai 
was out that there was a serious potential and those 
live in those areas, nobody really had to tell us. I 
i that everybody was aware. It was just too big at one t 
re just wasn t enough men and iron apparently to go ar 
I really couldn't make a recommendation because I -- once it 
star I nk everybody did what it could and I'll assur 
is everyone our loggers -- there wasn't a bulldozer ft on 
a i operation. We didn't have any logging operations. 
Because we put them all on the fire. We weren't the only 
t did it. Every company in California contributed to 
i tends to get overlooked incidentally when we start talki 
about airplanes and helicopters. There are still the grunts out 
re that are eating the dust .•.. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN SPEIER: Risking their lives in the t 
it all. 
MR. PLAND: • .. that are doing the job. There are a 
very itive, constructive stories t how some of se 
r ring that fire. But anyway I am tti 
ject. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN SPEIER: Okay. 
Let me just ask it this way then. Do you know 
t s or steps you take in protecting your timber so 
t in case you're going to protect the greater amount t r 
that you use that you know t 
State or the Federal government does not use in their maintenance 
ts 
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MR. PLAND: No. I think we all went to the same school 
or something and have learned the same lessons. So, I really 
ink pretty generally we all manager our lands about the same 
way and react to fires in the same fashion. 
CHAIRMAN SHER: Well, Mr. Pland, thank you very much. 
We appreciate your corning, taking your time to be here and we're 
all going to want to work together to try to pick up the pieces 
here and to keep the viable timber industry in California and 
protect the environment at the same time. 
So, I think that is the end of this hearing. I think it 
was very valuable. I appreciate the members attending and we 
will be working together on some of these problems. 
Thank you very much. 
# # # # # 
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